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ABSTRACT
Dynactin is a multi -subunt complex which was intially identified in 1991 as an activator of
cytoplasmic dynein-drven microtubule-based organelle motility in vitro. Although genetic studies also
supported the involvement of both complexes in the same fuctional pathways in yeast, filamentous fugi
and Drosophila none of these fidings yielded signficant insights into dynacti' s mechansm of action.
The ful range of cytoplasmic dynein fuctions in vertebrate cells has also remaied poorly understood
due, in large part, to the lack of a specific method of inbition. The present thesis work was designed 
investigate these issues through a study of the 50 kDa subunt of dynactin.
As a first step (Chapter I), I cloned mamalian p50 and characterized its expression at the tissue
and subcellular levels. Rat and human cDNA clones revealed p50 to be a novel a-helix-rich protein
containg several highly-conserved structual featues includig one predicted coiled-coil domain.
Imunofluorescence stag ofp50, as well as other dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein components in
cultued vertebrate cells showed that both complexes are recruted to kietochores durg prometaphase
and concentrate near spindle poles thereafer. These fidigs represented the first evidence for dynactin and
cytoplasmic dynein co-localization withi cells, and for the presence of dynactin at kietochores.
The second major phase ofthe thesis (Chapter 2) was focused on investigating dynactin and
cytoplasmic dynein fuction in cultued cells in vivo using a domiant negative inbition approach based
on transient transfections ofp50 constrcts. Overexpression of wild tye human p50 in cultued cells
resulted in a dramatic fragmentation and dispersal of the Golgi apparatus. Tie-lapse fluorescence
microscopy analysis ofp50-overexpressing cells revealed that microtubule-based vesicle transport from the
endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi was inbited. Also, the interphase microtubule organzing center was
found to be less well-focused in some but not all transfected cells. Overexpression ofp50 also disrupted
mitosis, causin cells to accumulate in a prometaphase-like state. Chromosomes were condensed but
unaligned, and spindles, while stil generally bipolar, were dramatically distorted. Sedientation analysis
revealed the dynactin complex to be dissociated in the transfected cultues. Furermore, both dynact and
cytoplasmic dynein staing at prometphase kietochores was markedly dimshed in cells expressing
high levels ofp50. These fidigs provided the first in vivo evidence for the role of dynact in cytoplasmic
dynein fuction, i.e. mediating the motor s bindig to at least one "cargo" organelle, the kietochore, and
probably also to others such as vesicles destied for the Golgi complex. These data also strongly
implicated both dynact and dynein in Golgi organzation durg interphase, and chromosome alignent
and spindle organzation durg mitosis. Based on the remarkable disruptive phenotyic effects associated
with ovet xpressing ofp50, the name of dynamtin was proposed for this polypeptide.
In the thrd and last phase of the thesis (Chapter 3), two issues were addressed: first, the dynamtin-
induced mitotic arrest phenotye was studied in greater detil to better understad the exact sites of
dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein activity throughout mitosis. Second, a domai analysis of dynamti was
performed to gain insight into its function withi the dynacti complex. A tie-lapse fluorescence
microscopy study of mitosis in livig dynamti-overexpressing COS-7 cells strongly suggested specific
defects in interactions of astral microtubules with the cell cortex, and in both spindle pole assembly and
maintenance. Analysis of the mitotic arest phenotye in a second cell line revealed a second arrest point at
metaphase, and a clear effect of dynamtin overexpression on spindle axis orientation, agai consistent with
defects in interactions between microtubules and the cell cortex. Refied analyses of kietochore and
spindle pole components also confrmed specific defects in kietochore fuction and spihdle pole
organzation. Taken together, these fidigs support three mai sites of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein
activity durg vertebrate mitosis: prometaphase kietochores, spindle poles, and the cell cortex. Finally,
the domain analysis revealed dynamti to be capable of self-association through at least two separate
V11
interaction domais, consistent with models of the mechansm underlyig dynamtin-induced dynact
dissociation, and therefore, yielding importt new insights into dynactin assembly. Ths study also
indicated that a third region with dynamti, residues 105 to 154, is essential for dynamtin and dynactin
fuction. An independent study confrmed this fidig, implicating this region in binding to ZWIO, an
upstream kietochore protein. Dynamtin has therefore been revealed to be the kietochore-tageting
subunt of dynactin, and indirectly, cytoplasmic dynein. Though the body of this thesis work, dynamtin
has also emerged as a powerf new tool for studyig vertebrate dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein fuction
in vivo and in vitro.
VI11
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION:
BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
Early hits as to the presence of an elaborate skeletal system organzing the cytoplasm 
eukarotic cells were noted at the tu of the centu, though observations of the spindle
apparatus of dividig cells (Wilson, 1911). It wasn t until the development of electron microscopy
technques durg the 1950's and early 60' , however, that researchers were at last afforded their
first direct glimpses at just how complex this cytoskeleton was. The same spindle fibers detected
for more than sixt years were identified as tubular strctues ubiquitously found throughout the
cytoplasm of eukarotic cells, and named "microtubules" (Porter, 1955; Slautterback, 1963). With
the subsequent identification of the tubulin a/ heterodier as their priary buildin block (Borisy
and Taylor, 1967a; Borisyand Taylor, 1967b), the next three decades saw an explosion of new
research in this area. Dur that tie, microtubules have emerged as key players in many basic
cellular processes including cell division, morphogenesis, intracellular organelle transport, and cell
motility. The capacity of microtubules to effect such a wide range of fuctions derives in part
from their inerent physical and chemical properties. Most notable among these are the polar
strctue, defied by the tadem head-to-tal organzation of the dimers to form the parallel
protofilaments - 13 in most cases - which make up the tube, and the dynamc growth and shrage
behavior of the two ends of the polymer (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984). Of course, most of
these fuctons have also been found to require other associated proteins.
The first microtubule-associated proteins, or MAs, were identified biochemically in the
mid-70' s by virte of their ability to co-purfy with brain tubulin though multiple cycles of
microtubule assembly and disassembly (Borisy, et al. 1975; Sloboda et a!. 1975). Two broad
classes of MAs have since emerged (Holzbaur and Vallee, 1994; Schoenfeld and Obar, 1994;
Moore and Endow, 1996). The structual MAs, also known as fibrous MAs , bind to
microtubules in a static, nucleotide-independent mamer, and have been shown to alter microtubule
dynamcs, most often though stabilization of the polymer (MA I , MA2, tau: Sloboda et ai.
1976, reviewed by Schoenfeld and Obar, 1994). Proposed fuctions for strctual MAs have
also included the reguation of inter-microtubule spacing, and mediatig interactions between
microtubules and other cytoskeleta proteins or organelles (e.g. CLIPI70, Pierre et ai. , 1992).
The second class of MAs is characterized by nucleotide-dependent microtubule binding and the
ability to hydrolyze A TP and convert ths chemical energy into mechancal force, thus permttg
translocation along the microtubule lattice. Axonemal dynein was the first such "motor MA" to
be identified (Gibbons and Rowe, 1965). As the protein responsible for the sliding of axone mal 
micr0tubules along one another, dynein was shown to provide the force which underlies ciliar and
flagellar movements. However, axonemal dynein could not account for the numerous cytoplasmic
motility events which were observed in many systems - partcularly evident durg mitosis and
axonal transport - and it would tae another 20 years for researchers to identify the cytoplasmic
motor MAs responsible.
Durg the characterization of high-molecular weight MAs from brain, one of these
originally known as MA 1 C, was identified as the long-sought cytoplasmic form of dynein
(Paschal et al. 1987; Vallee et al. 1988). Though in vitro motility assays, cytoplasmic dynein
was shown to move towards the mius end of microtubules, in contrast to the other cytoplasmic
motor MA, the much smaller plus end-directed kiesin, also found in the mid-80' s (Vale et ai.
1985). Since then, a plethora ofkiesin-like proteins have emerged, defig a new superfamly
which includes both plus- and mius-end directed motors (Moore and Endow, 1996). Both motors
are composed of two large heavy chais ( ll 0- 140 kDa for kiesin 5 3 0 kDa for dynein)
containg the ATPase and microtubule-binding activities , associated with either a pair of light
chais for conventional kiesin, or a more complex assembly of intermediate ( 7 4 kDa), light
intermediate (53-59 kDa) and light ( 20 kDa) chais for dynein (reviewed in Holzbaur et al.
1995). Electron microscopy studies have revealed both motors to appear as two-headed molecules
joined by a long fibrous tal for kiesin, and a short "stem" endi in a dense base region for
dynein (Vallee et al. 1988; see Chapter I , Fig. I). These studies also revealed the imposing size
of cytoplasmic dynein ( 1.2 MDa; Vallee et al. 1988), another featue which distingushes it from
its much smaller anterograde counterpar..
Whle kiesin-like proteins exhbit varations in the domain structue of the heavy chain, as
well as differences in associated light chais, oligomerization propertes and even direction of
motility (Hoyt, 1994; Moore and Endow, 1996), the dynein heavy chain famly, on the other hand
has shown much less diversity. Although thee cytoplasmic dynein heavy chai genes have been
proposed in vertebrates to date (Vaisberg, et aI. 1996), only one of these appears to be expressed
ubiquitously at high levels, and its product appears to be the only one which associates with
intermediate chais to form the complete complex (Vaisberg, et aI. 1997). These intermediate
chais, found at the base of the motor (Steffen et al. 1996; Chapter I , Fig. 1), have long been
thought to mediate the interacton of cytoplasmic dynein with cellular cargo structes, consistent
with the axonemal homologue s role in anchorig that motor withi the flagellum (Kig, et aI.
1991; Kig and Witman, 1990). Little else has been found, however, to elucidate the fuctions of
this and other dynein chais, and, therefore, much work has focused since the late 1980's on the
molecular clonig of the genes involved, and on developing new fuctional assays to address these
issues in vitro.
The use of fuctonal assays, combined with new biochemical purfication procedures, also
permtted the testing of wheter or not purfied motors alone were fuly capable of mediatig
organelle motility. Results from in vitro motility assays indicated that while mono Q-purfied
cytoplasmic dynein was capable of supportg microtubule glidig on coverslips, accessory
cytosolic factors were required to permt in vitro motility of organelles on purfied microtubules
(Schroer and Sheetz, 1991). One such factor was identified as a large complex ( 1.1 MDa) of
approxiately 9 subunts, and termed dynact (Gill et al. 1991), for dvne -activating complex.
In late 1992, when the present thesis work was intiated, the study of dynactin was a
nascent field which held the promise of yielding important new insights into cytoplasmic dynein
fuction. To date, the field of dynein research had been hampered by the lack of an effcient
specific metod for inbiting the motor s activity in livig vertebrate systems, and the ful range of
its fuctons, therefore, remaied largely speculative. Since early on, several groups had used UV-
vanadate photocleavage of the dynein heavy chains (Gibbons et al. 1978; Gibbons et al. , 1987)
but ths reaction canot be performed in intact cells, and specificity remaied diffcult to prove.
Several anti-dynein antibodies have also been produced and injected into cells to attempt inbition
studies more recently. Although some provocative results were reported, these have been subject to
simlar criticism, i. , worres about specificity of the effects, especially considerig the high
concentrations of antibodies used (e.g. Vaisberg, et aI. , 1993).
The goals of this thesis were therefore defied in ths context. I set out to advance the
characterization of the dynactin complex by clonig one of its major subunts, the 50 kDa
component (Chapter I). Then, by tageting this subunt using transfection-based methods in
cultued cell systems to achieve domiant negative inbition phenotyes (Chapter 2, 3), I sought to
gai new insights into dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein fuction in vertebrates cells in vivo. In the
process, this work has defied a new, powerf tool to inbit dynactin fucton in vivo and in vitro
(Chapter 2), and has imlicated dynactin in all forms of dynein-based motility tested to date. Ths
has resulted in the first direct evidence regardig the specific role played by dynactin in dynein-
based motility, i.e. to mediate the interaction of the motor with its cargo structues (Chapter 2).
Furermore, ths work has also yielded important advances in our understanding of the roles of
dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein in Golgi organzation and cell division, identifying three major
sites of activity of the two complexes in mitotic cells: prometaphase kietochores, spindle poles and
the cell cortex (Chapter 2 3). Finally, domain analysis of the 50 kDa subunt (Chapter 3),
combined with fidis from an independent study, give the first clues regardig this subunt's own
fuction with the dynactin complex: to mediate the interaction of dynactin - and, indirectly,
cytoplasmic dynein - with at least one cargo strcte, the kietochore, and possibly all other
structues as well.
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CHAPTER 1
CLONING OF DYNAMITIN, THE 50 KDA SUBUNIT OF DYNACTIN,
AND CHARACTERIATION OF EXPRESSION
AT TISSUE AND SUBCELLULAR LEVELS
Introduction
Dynact was intially identified as a cytosolic complex which stimulated cytoplasmic
dynein-based organelle motility in vitro (Gill et al. 1991; Schroer and Sheetz, 1991).
Bioqh mical purfication from chicken embryos (Gill et a!. 1991; Schafer et al. 1994) and
imunoprecipitation from bovie brai (Paschal et a!. 1993) revealed dynact to contain
polypeptides of 160, 150, 62, 50, 45 , 36, 32, 27, and 24 kDa, with approxiate stoichiometes of
, 1 , 1 , 9, 1 , I , I , 1 , respectvely (Fig. 1). The major 45 kDa component was cloned and
identified as the acti-related protein Ar I (Clark and Meyer, 1992; Lees-Miller et al. , 1992;
Paschal et a!. 1993), which assembles into a 37 nm-long F-actin-like filament to form the
strctal core of the complex (Schafer et al. I 994)(Fig. 1). Ths fiament was found to be
capped at one end, the barbed end, by a capping protein heterodier correspondig to the 32 and
36 kDa subunts of the complex (Schafer et a!. 1994). A monoclonal antibody specific for the 62
kDa polypeptide was found to decorate the other end of the Arl filament (Schafer et a!. , 1994).
The -150- 160 kDa dimer was identified as pl50Glued the vertebrate homologue of the Drosophila
Glued gene product (Holzbaur et a!. 1991; Swaroop, et al. 1987). Mutations in ths protein
have long been known to cause pleiotropic effects durg early development of heterozygous flies
including severe eye and CNS axonal gudance defects (Harte and Kanel, 1982; Plough and Ives
1935). The p150Glued dimer forms a th, 10 nm-long " " domain extending laterally outward at
varyg angles from a varable, shoulder-like region along the wall of the Ar 1 filament.
ure 1: Structure and subunit composition of cytoplasmic dynein and dynactin.
Schematic representations of subunt composition previously observed by SDS-P AGE for purfied
cytplasmic dynein (Vallee et al. 1988) and dynactin (Gill et a!. 1991; Paschal et a!. , 1993;
Schafer et a!. 1994), and strctual organzation of both complexes (based on Vallee et al. , 1988
for cytoplasmic dynein, and Schafer et a!. 1994 for dynact).

This arm domai ends distaly with a pair of globular heads which contain the microtubule-binding
domai ofpl50Glued (Waterman-Storer et aI. 1995). The location of the remaing subunts
includig the second most abundant 50kDa protein, was not determed in these early studies.
Early studies of dynacti subunts showed a ubiquitous distribution in all major tissues
throughout development, consistent with a role in basic cellular processes such as organelle
transport and mitosis. Characterization by nortern and western blottg revealed detectable
pl50Glued expression in all chicken tissues, includig embryonic chick brais (Gill et aI. , 1991).
Interestingly, additional brain-specific isoforms were detected both at the mRA and protein levels
(Gill et al. 1991), as seen also for cytoplasmic dynein intermediate chains (ICs) (Vaughan and
Vallee, 1995). Thee distict isoforms of Arl have also been reported, only two of which
origihlly named a and J3-centract, are present in dynactin at a constant ratio of 15: 1 , and are
ubiquitously-expressed in all major human tissues (Clark and Meyer, 1992; Clark et al. , 1994).
At the subcellular level, Ar I was intially localized to the centrosome in cultued cells
(thus, the original name of centract, Clark and Meyer, 1992). In addition to this pattern
p150Glued was also found to exhbit a dier pattern of detergent-soluble fie punctate staing
thoughout the cytoplasm and was absent from the nucleus (Gill et aI. 1991; Paschal et aI.
1993). Although the generalized subcellular distribution of the Glued gene product was found to
mirror that of cytoplasmic dynein thoughout oo enesis in Drosophila (McGrail et aI. 1995), co-
localization of the two complexes on specific sub-cellular strctes was not reported beyond the
simlarty in dense fie dispersed cytoplasmic stag seen in both cases. Cytoplasmic dynein
itself had been localized by some (Pfarr et al. 1990; Steuer et aI. 1990), but not all (Lin and
Collins, 1992), to kietochores in prometaphase cells. In contrast anti-pl50Glued staing was
reported to be absent from kietochores (Gill et aI. 1991). Thus, while the subcellular
distrbution of dynactin was intially expected to shed new light on its fuctions, these early results
caused some confsion in the field, as it was unclear how dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein could
paricipate in the same pathways without showig clear co-localization with cells.
In the first part of this thesis work, I set out to advance the molecular characterization of
dynact by clonig and characterizing its 50 kDa component. Then, using a monoclonal antibody
to ths subunt (Paschal et aI. 1993), I characterized its expression levels in adult rat tissues, and
its localization patterns throughout the cell cycle in cultued cells. Using a battery of antibodies to
dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein subunts, I was able to show the first clear evidence of co-
localization of both complexes on a specific subcellular strctue, i.e. on prometaphase
kietochores.
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Materials and Methods
Peptide sequencing
The dynactin complex was inunoprecipitated out of calf brain cytosol as previously
described (Paschal et al. 1993), separated by SDS-P AGE (9% migel, Bio Rad Laboratories
Richmond, CA), and electophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose (Schleicher and Schuell
Keene, NH. Afer Ponceau S stag and destag, the p50 band was excised, subjected to 
situ trysin digestion, and the eluted peptides were separated by C reverse-phase HPLC as
previously described (Abersold, 1989). N-termal amo acid sequence from six peptides was
determed on an Applied Biosystems 477A Sequenator (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA),
with a 120A phenylthiohydantoin analyzer by Dr. 1. Leszyk of the Worcester Foundation for
Biomedical Research Protein Chemistry Facility (Shrewsbur, MA).
Cloning of p50
The peptide #21 sequence was used to design an inosine-contag, parially degenerate
oligonucleotide probe, composed of equal amounts of two oligonucleotides: (5' AAT-GA(G A)-
CCI-GA T -GTI- TAT -GA(G A)-ACI-AG(C, T)-GA(C, T)- TT(G A)-CC(G, T A )-GA-3' and 5'
AA T -GA(G A)-CCI-GA T -GTI- TAT -GA(G A)-ACI- TCI-GA(C, T)-CTI-CC(G, T A)-GA-
Ths probe was (32p) end-labelled, and used for hybridization screenig of a bovie brain A,gt10
cDNA library (#BL1027a, CIon tech Laboratories, Palo Alto, CA), in tetramethylamonium
chloride (TMAC) solution (Jacobs et aI. 1988) containg 3 M TMAc, 0. 1 M NaP0 (pH 6. 8), I
mM EDT A (pH 8. 0), 5x Denhardt's solution, 0.6% SDS , 100 f.g/ml denatued salmon sperm
DNA, at 53 C for 18 hrs. Filters were then washed in 3 M TMAC 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0),
0.2% SDS at room temperatue for 15 mi, followed by 53 C for I hr. The TMAC was removed
from the filters by thee 10 mi washes in 2x SSC, 0. 1 % SDS at room temperatue. Bacteriophage
from one positive plaque (B 14A) were picked, purfied by two more rounds of screenig, and the
insert DNA was sequenced (Sequenase version 2. , US Biochemical, Cleveland, OR).
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The B14A insert was EcoRl-excised, labelled with a( P)-dCTP by random-prig
(Boehrger Maneim Biochemicals , Indianapolis, IN), and used for hybridization screenig of a
rat brai ",ZAPII cDNA librar (#936515 , Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Hybridization was
performed overnght at 65 , in Rapid-Hyb solution (Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, IL),
and washes were accordi to the supplier s protocols, except that SSPE was used instead of SSe.
The insert from one parial clone (R4A) was EcoRl-excised and used to re-screen the same librar
as described above, yieldig 12 positive clones. Two ofthese were found to be ful-length (RIIC
RllD).
A human expressed sequence tag cDNA clone (EST06385)(Adams et aI. , 1993),
identified using the B14A insert sequence in a BLAST search (Altschul et al. 1990) ofthe
Nati75nal Center for Biotechnology Inormation (NCBI, Bethesda, MD) databases, was obtaed
from A TCC (renamed H50A), and fuly-sequenced. All DNA and protein sequence was assembled
and analyzed using the GCG analysis programs, includig MOTIFS and BESTFIT. The NCBI
databases were also sCamed using FASTA (Lipman and Pearson, 1988). The statistical
signficance of sequence alignents was determed using the RDF program (Lipman and Pearson
1985), and additional homology was examed usin the BLOCKS email server (database version
, Henioffand Henioff, 1994).
For bacterial expression ofp50, the H50A coding region was sub cloned into the pET- 14b
expression vector (Novagene, Madison, WI) using PCR mutagenesis and standard clonig
technques. Afer transformation into the E. coli expression straiBL21 (DE3) and inducton with
O.4mM IPTG, bacteria were lysed in SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and analysed by western blottg
as described below.
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Northern blot analysis
The RIIC cDNA, which contas the entire rat p50 codig region with 5' and 3'
untranslated sequences, was EcoRI-excised, labelled with a( P)-dCTP by random-prig
(Boehrger Maneim Biochemicals), and used to probe a multiple tissue northern (MTN) blot 
adult rat poly(A) RNA (Clontech Laboratories). Hybridization was overnght at 65 , in Rapid
Hyb solution, followed by washes accordig to supplier s instructions, except that SSPE was used
instead of SSC. Results were detected on a Molecular Dynamcs PhosphorImager SF.
Preparation of tissue samples
Calf brain and tissue samples from adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River
Laboratories, Wilmgton, MA) were homogenised as previously described (Paschal et aI. , 1992),
excePt that the buffer was 80 mM PIPES , 5 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl , 0.25 M sucrose, 2 mM
EDTA 2 f.g/mlleupeptin, 100 f.g/ml PMSF, 100 f.g/ml TPCK, 2 f.g/ml aprotin, I f.g/ml
pepstati A. Cytosolic extacts were prepared by centrfugation at 100 000g for I hr at 4
Protein concentrations were determed using the BCA method (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Samples
were separated by SDS-P AGE, and either stained with Coomassie blue, or processed for western
blottg as described below.
Cell Culture
Cell cultues (Rat2, HeLa, COS- , and PtKl , all from American Type Cultue Collection
Rockvlle, MD) were maintaed as sub confuent monolayers in "growt medium : DMEM
(Gibco/BRL, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY + 10% fetal calf seru (Gibco/BRL) 
100U/ml penicilin + 100 f.g/ml streptomycin (Sigma Chemicals, StLouis, MO). For
imunofluorescence stag experients, cell were trysinzed, and seeded onto sterile 18 mm
glass coverslips in 6-well dishes (Corng Glass Works, Corng, NY) to reach 70-80% confuence
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after 48 hours. Nocodazole (Sigma) was kept as a I mg/ml stock in DMSO, and used at 10 /lM
for 3-4 hours prior to fixation.
lmmunochemical methods
Antibodies used in this study were: "50- I" monoclonal anti-p50 (Paschal et aI. , 1993),
RAl/IO" (Clark and Meyer, 1992) and "A27" affty-purfied rabbit polyclonal anti-Ar1
antisera (gifts from Drs. D. Meyer and S. Clark, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA), "UP235" (for western
blottg) and "UP236" (for imunofluorescence) affty-purfied rabbit polyclonal anti-p150Glued
antisera (Vaughan and Vallee, 1995; Waterman-Storer et aI. 1995)(gifts from Dr. E. Holzbaur
Univ. of Pennsylvana, Philadelphia, P A), "L5" affty-purfied rabbit polyclonal anti-cytoplasmic
dynein intermediate chai (Vaughan and Vallee, 1995), "74. 1" monoclonal anti-cytoplasmic dynein
inten,ediate chai (Dillman II and Pfister, 1994)(gift from Dr. K. Pfister, Univ. of Virgina
Charlottesville, VA), rabbit antiseru against the myc epitope tag (couresy of Dr. M. A. Gee
Worcester Foundation for Biomedical Research), "SH" human CREST autoimune antiseru
(Simerly, et aI. 1990), rabbit polyclonal anti-CENP-E antiserum (Lombillo et al. 1995)("pAb-
1.6", gift from B. Schaar and Dr. T. Yen, Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA),
monoclonal anti-tubulin (DMIA, Amersham), rabbit polyclonal anti-tubulin (gift from Dr. J.c.
Bulinski, Columbia University, NY, and monoclonal (Boehrger Maneim Biochemicals) and
rabbit polyclonal (5 Prie - Prie Inc. , Boulder, CO) anti-f3-galactosidase.
For western blotting; samples were separated by SDS-P AGE, and electrophoretically-
transfered to a PVDF membrane (Imobilon P, Millpore, Bedford, MA). Afer blockig in 
nonfat dr milk in TBS + 0. 1 % Tween-20 (TBST) at 4 C overnght, the blot was incubated with
priar antibody diluted in TBST + 1 % milk for I hr, washed (3x 10 mi in TBST + I % milk),
then incubated for 40 mi in HR-conjugated donkey anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG diluted
I: 10 000 in TBST + 1 % milk. Afer fial washig (3x 10 mi in TBST), signal detection was
achieved by ECL (Amersham).
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For imunofluorescence stag, cells grown on glass coverslips were briefly rised with
PBS , and processed accordig to one ofthe followig protocols. Some samples were pre-
extracted for I mi in 0.5% Triton X- lOO (Pierce) in PEMG buffer (80 mM PIPES (pH 6. 8),
5mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCI , 4 M glycerol), followed by either 10 mi in 100% methanol at -
or 15 mi in 4% formaldehyde (from 16% EM grade, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Ft.
Washigton, PA) in PEMG. Some samples ("methanol fixation ) were simply incubated for 10
mi in 100% methanol at - C. Other samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in D-PBS for 15
, followed by either incubation in 0.5% Triton X- I 00 in D-PBS for 2 mi, or 10 mi in 100%
methanol at - C. Samples destined for anti-tubulin staing were simultaneously fixed and
extacted ("FGE metod") in 4% formaldehyde + 0.25% glutaraldehyde (from 8% EM grade
Polysciences Inc., Wargton, PA) + 0.5% Triton X-100 in PEMG for 15 mi, rised in PBS (3x
and incubated in 0.5 mg/ml sodium borohydrde in PBS (3x 5mi) to reduce free aldehyde
groups.
All samples were then rised in PBS (3x 5mi), incubated in priar antibody solution for
30-45 mi, rised again in PBS (3x 5mi), and incubated in secondary antibody solution for 30-
mi. All antibodies were diluted in PBS + 1% normal donkey seru (Jackson Imunoresearch
Labs. , West Grove, PA). All secondary antibodies were made in donkey, conjugated to DTAF
Texas Red, Cy3 , or Cy5 , and made species-specific by cross-adsorption ("ML" series, Jackson
Imunoresearch Labs). Labeling of chromosomal DNA was achieved with a brief incubation in
Hoechst dye #33258 (Pierce). Samples were mounted in 0. 1 % p-phenylenediame in PBS + 50%
glycerol.
Microscopy Techniques
Conventional imunofluorescence microscopy was cared out on a Zeiss Axophot
photomicroscope (Carl Zeiss Inc. , Thornwood, NY equipped for epifluorescence, and micrographs
were taen on Kodak TMA-400 film. Images were digitized by scang the negative with a
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Nikon Coolscan Scaner (Nikon Inc. , Melville, NY. Confocal microscopy was carred out on a
Bio Rad MRC 1 000 system (Bio Rad Microscience, Hercules, CA) equipped with Krf Ar laser
mounted on a Nikon Diaphot 200 microscope. All digitized images (from conventional and
confocal microscopy) were cropped using Adobe Photoshop (v. 3. , Adobe Systems Inc.
Mountain View, CA), and imported into CorelDraw (v. , Corel Corp. , Ottwa, Canada) for
figue assembly. Figues were prited on a Kodak Colorease PS priter (Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, NY.
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Results
Molecular characterization of mammalian p50
In order to isolate cDNA clones encodig mamalian p50, amo acid sequences of six
trtic peptides from inunoprecipitated calf brai p50 were analyzed (couresy of Dr. B.
Paschal and Dr. 1. Leszyk, Worcester Foundation). One of these (peptide 21 , Fig. b) was used
to design a mixed oligonucleotide probe (1641 I, 38mer) prepared for hybridization screenig of a
bovie brain cDNA librar. Ths yielded a single 0.4 kb positive clone (B14A) which was found to
conta the ful peptide 21 sequence (Fig. b). The B 14A insert was then used as a hybridization
probe to isolate additional p50 clones from a rat brai cDNA library. Of a total of 13 positive
clones isolated, two independent rat cDNAs (R11 C, R11D) were found to share the same
complete 1221 bp open readig frame (ORF) encodig 407 residues (Fig.2a). A homology search
of nucleic acid databases also identified a parally-characterized human cDNA clone (EST06385
Adams et aI. 1993 , renamed H50A) which shared extensive identity with B14A. Complete
sequencin of clone H50A revealed the same complete ORF found in the rat clones (Fig. b).
The deduced ful-lengt rat and human polypeptide sequences are 96% identical (97% simlar), and
conta all six calf brain p50 trytic peptide sequences.
The H50A ORF was expressed in bacteria, and the resultig whole celllysates analyzed
by SDS-P AGE and western blotting using a p50-specific monoclonal antibody (Paschal et ai.
1993)(see Fig.5a). A sinle imunoreactve band in these extacts (lane 2) was found to migrate
slightly above calf brai p50 (lane 1). We conclude that the ORFs contained in clones H50A
R11C and R11D constitute the ful-lengt codig regions for the 50kDa component of human and
rat dynactin complex. The genomic locus for the p50 gene was identified by interspecies backcross
analysis, and localized to mouse chromosome 10, which is syntenic with human chromosome
region 12q13 , suggestig the existence of a single p50 gene in mamals (Vaughan et ai. , 1996).
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ure 2: Identification of mammalian p50-encoding cDNA clones
(a) Alignent diagram of bovie (BI4A), and ful-length human (H50A) and rat (R11C, RIID)
p50 cDNA clones, showing relative positions of six calf brai p50 trytic peptide sequences
characterized in ths study. The star indicates the position of the hexanucleotide polyadenylation
signal sequence (A TT AA in H50A, and AA T AA in Rll C), and the hatched box shows the
position of the poly(A) stretch (26mer) in H50A. The open boxes represent the open readig
frames (ORF). (b) Nucleotide and amo acid sequences of human ful-length p50 clone H50A.
Note the Kozak consensus box (Kozak, 1991) at the predicted translational intiation site (AUG in
bold, at 79), which was preceded by no other in-frame methionie codons in this or any other
clones characterized in ths study. A hexanucleotide polyadenylation signal (AATAA in bold, at
1657) and a poly(A) stretch (26mer stag at 1678) are both found downstream from the
term tion codon (TGA in bold, at 1297).
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814A
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R11D
AACCCAGCCTCTCCCCTACCCGAACACCGGCCCCGGCTCCACCGAGGCCCGGGTCCCCCAGCCCGTCTCGCCGCCGCCACGGACCCT
D P
AATACGCCGACCTTCCCGGCATTGCCAGGAATGAGCCAGATGTTTATGACTAGCGACCTACCTGAGGATGATCAAGCGGAGTTCGAT
D L P G I A E P T S D E D
GCGTTTGCACAGAGCTGGAGGAGCTGACAGCACAAGTGTGGAACACATCATTGTCATCCTAATGCTGCCTATGACAAGTTCAAGGAC
E L E E L T S T S B I I N P
AAGAGAGTGGGGACAAGGGACTTGATTTCTCAGATCGTATTGGAACCAAGAGGACAGGATATGAATCTGGAGAATATGAGATGCTT
T K L D S D I G T G E S G E Y
GGAGAGGGTCTGGGAGTGAAGGAGACACCCCAGCAAGTACCAGCGCCTACTGCATGAGGTCCAAGAGCTGACAACTGAAGTTGA
E G E T P B E T T E
ATCAAGACGACAGTGAAGGAGTCAGCCACAGAGGAGAAGCTGACCCCTGTGTTGCTGGCTAACAGCTGGCAGCCCTGAAGCAGCAGCTG
I K E S A T E E K T P
GTTGCTTCCCACCTGGAGAAGCTGCTGGGACCAGATGCTGCATCACCTTACCGACCCCGATGGCGCCCTGGCTAAGCGCCTACTACTG
E K G P D I N T D P L L
CAGCTGGAAGCAACAAGAACAGCAAGGGGGATCAGGGGGACCACTGGGACCCCCCCAGATAGCAGCCTTGTCACTTATGACTA
CATTCTCGGCCTGAGCAGGACAGTTCTCTCAAGCTGCCAAGTCGCAGACTTGAAGCGCCTGACAGAGCTGGAGACAGCTGTACGT
B S R P E Q K F S Q E L E K E L E T
TGTGATCAGGATGCTCAGAATCCCCTTTCTGCAGGTCTACAGGGAGCCTGTCTCATGGAGACTGTAGAGCTGTTGCAAGCAAGGTGAGC
N P L S G L E T E L L
GCCCTAGACCTTGCAGTTTTGGATCAGTGGAGGCTCGGCTACAGAGTGTCCTGGGAAGGTGAACGAGATTGCCAAGCATAAGCCTCT
D O Q S V E I A
GTAGAAGATGCAGATACACAAGCAAGGTGCACCAGCTATATGAACTATACAGCGCTGGAGCCCCATTGCCTCCACCCTCCCTGAGCTG
S K E T I O S P
GTGCAGAGACTTGTCACCATCAGCAGCTGCACGAGCAGCCATGCAGTTTGGTCAGCTCCTGACACACTTGGATACCACCCAGCAGATG
T I K E Q Q F L L T B L D T Q Q
ATTGCTAATTCCTTGAAGGACATACCACCCTCTTGACCCAGGTGCAGACAACCATGCGTGACCTGGCCACAGTTGAGGGGAACTTT
I A N S L N T T L L T Q Q T T E G N F
GCCAGCATTGATGACGGATGAGAAGCTGGGAAGTGCACATTTGGGAGCTGGAGAACAGGGGTTATCCCTACCCCTGTGAACTCTG
TTAACAGCTTACATAGGGTTTCCCCTTTACTATAACTCTAGCATCCCCATCCCATTTGACACTGGGGGCAGGGTTCTTCTTGCATGTGG
GGTTTATACCCCTCCCCTGATGAATACAGAGTGGTAGCTAGGGGTTGGTTATCATCAGAAGGTGGTCTCCCCTCAGGCCTGGGGGATAAG
GACGTGGGCCCAGCCACATGCCAACTCATGTCCATACTGCTTTGCCTGGTGTGGGGAGGATTGGGTCTTGTCCCCCAACACAGCTTCT
GTGGCTGACTGTAATACTGTACAACTGTTTCTGACCATTAlGCTGTTGTACTCT TTCCTGC
GGCCGCAAGCT 1721
180
270
360
450
124
540
154
630
184
720
214
810
244
900
274
990
304
1080
334
1170
364
1260
394
1350
1440
1530
1620
1710
Rat and human p50 have predicted molecular weights of 44 736 and 44 819 Da
respectively, both somewhat lower than the value of 50 kD estimated from SDS-P AGE. The
predicted isoelectc points are 4.92 and 4. , respectively, both consistent with the observed
mobility on two-diensional gel analyses of bovie brain 20S dynein preparations (S. Hughes, and
Vallee, unpublished observation). Secondary strcte predictions using the PHDsec neural
network algoriths (Rost and Sander, 1994) indicate an a-helix-rich profile (Fig. 3a). Using the
COILS program, residues 105 to 135 are strongly predicted to form a coiled-coil domai (99%
probability with and without aid weighting Lupas et a!. 1991)(Fig. 3b). Although two other
regions also showed high coiled coil potential using the original COILS analysis, i.e. residues 219
to 251 (69% probability) and 281 to 308 (72%), a more refied analysis (COILS version 2.2 , see
Appendix) using an improved scorig matrx and 2. fold weightig for the a and d heptad
positio produced only 24 % and 21 % probabilities respectively, indicatig that these are most
likely not coiled coils, but rather, highly-charged a-helices (Fig. 3b). Residues 358 to 404 show
low COILS scores, the signficance of which is unclear.
A GCG/MOTIF analysis revealed that residues 129 to 154 match the consensus sequence
for the LysR subfamly of helix-tu-helix (H domais (Fig.3c), indicative of a putative DNA-
binding capability. Ths match, however, was not detected using a BLOCKS analysis (Henioff
and Henioff, 1994). Furermore, all members of this HT subfamly are prokarotic
transcription factors, clearly inconsistent with our curent understanding ofp50, which has no
nuclear localization signal and exhbits no interphase nuclear stag (see below).
BLAST and FAST A homology searches of nucleotide databases using human and rat p50
have identified many partally-characterized human EST clones contag p50 sequences, as well
as simlar clones from Drosophila mouse, rat and C. elegans. However, as of December 1997, no
signficant domai simlarties with other non-p50 proteins have been detected. Neverteless
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ure 3: Sequence analysis of mammalian p50: secondary structure predictions and motifs
(a) Secondary structue predictions using PHDsec analysis (Rost and Sander, 1994);
(b) Coiled coil predictions for human p50 using non-weighted vs aid-weighted COILS analyses (28
residue widow)(see Appendix);
(c) Sumar diagram ofp50 showig predicted coiled coil domai (blue), putative highly-charged
helices (grey), and location ofHT-like region.
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ure 4: Analysis of inter-species conservation of p50
Multiple sequence alignent ofp50 sequences from human Drosophila C. elegans and S.
cerevisiae. Alignent was made using GCG PILEUP program, and output was produced using
BOXSHAE program on ISREC web server. Drosophila p50 sequence was obtaed from Dan
Sta (Goldberg laboratory, Cornell Univ. , Ithaca, NY. It should be noted that the C. elegans p50
sequence is derived from automated sequencing of an EST clone, and therefore, may contain
errors.
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inter-species comparsons have revealed high priar sequence conservation with small blocks
paricularly in the N-temlal half of the protein (Fig. 4). Beyond this, the two major featues
which remai conserved across species lines are the predicted low isoelectric points, all beteen
4.5 and 5. , and the predicted a,-helix-rich secondar strctue profiles. Based on these, as well as
phenotyic criteria, I proposed that the product of the Jnml gene may represent the p50 homologue
in S. cerevisiae. Jnmlp, like cytoplasmic dynein, is required for proper nuclear migration durg
mitosis (McMilan and Tatchell, 1994). It contas 373 residues, has a predicted molecular weight
of 43 620 Da, an estitated pI of 4. , and 3 predicted coiled coil domains with sizes and
distributions simlar to those intially found in p50 (McMillan and Tatchell, 1994). However, a
GCG/BESTFIT comparson of the amo acid sequences shows only 22% identity (47%
simlarity), spang the entire sequence (as seen also by GCG/COMP AR and DOTPLOT
anal)t es). Statistical analysis of ths comparson using the RDF program (Lipman and Pearson
1985) yielded a mean score for the optial p50-Jnmlp alignent of only 4.2 stadard deviations (z
value) above that of 1000 randomized sequence sets, indicating ths relation to be of negligible
signficance.
Tissue and subcellular distribution of p50
Nortern blot analysis of adult rat poly(A)RNA revealed a single major 1.7 kb mRA
species in all tissues tested (Fig. 5c). Imunoblotting of adult rat tissue cytosolic extracts (Fig. 5b)
also revealed a ubiquitous distribution for p50, consistent with expression patterns observed for
other dynactin components (Clark and Meyer, 1992; Gill et al. 1991). The promient 38kD
doublet detected in liver was not observed in anti-p50 imunoprecipitates (not shown), nor were
there any indications of a smaller transcript encodi this species (Fig.5c).
Imunofluorescence microscopy was used to exame the subcellular distribution ofp50
in several cultued mamalian cell lines , includig HeLa, PtKl , Cos- , and Rat2, all of which
yielded equivalent patterns. Fine punctate staing densely filled the entire cytoplasm throughout
25-
ure 5: Confirmation of p50 clone and characterization of p50 expression in adult rat
tissues. (a) Anti-p50 imunoblot (using 50-1 monoclonal antibody) of SDS- AGE-separated
(10% gel) whole celllysates of E. coli strainBL21 (DE3) transformed with pET14b-driven H50A
ORF (lane 2), compared with calfp50 from brain cytosolic extract (lane I) and whole cell lysate
from untransformed BL21 (DE3) cultue (lane 3). The single H50A-encoded protein expressed in
bacteria is clearly imunoreactive, and migrates slightly above calf brain p50, but well-with the
range of variability seen in rat tissues (panel b). (b) Anti-p50 imunoblots of adult rat tissue
cytosolic extracts (25 g proteinane) separated by SDS-PAGE (5-18% gradient gel) also reveal a
ubiquitous distribution for p50. Variability in electomobility ofp50 bands as seen in (a) and(b)
was not consistently observed, and is likely due to distorton effects from large bands migrati
just above (such as tubulin) or below (such as actin) the p50 bands. (c) Nortern blot of adult rat
tiss :poly(A) RNA probed with rat ful-length p50 clone Rll C insert, revealing a single 1.7kb
mRA species in all tissues tested. Abbreviations: H: heart, B: brai, S: spleen, Ln: lung, Lv:
liver, M: skeleta muscle, K: kidney, T: testis, P: pancreas.
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the cell cycle, and was excluded from the nucleus durg interphase (Fig.6a). Promient
centrosomal staing(Fig. b) was also observed, appearing as a closely spaced group of2-
brighter spots (inset in Fig.6a). These spots were often obscured from late prometaphase to mid-
anaphase by an accumulation of the fie punctate stag along spindle microtubules, parcularly
toward the spindle poles (Fig. k). Detergent extraction of the cells prior to fixation abolished
most of the fie punctte stag, while the centrosomal spots remaied promient (Fig. 6b).
These patterns are consistent with previous reports ofanti-Arl (Clark and Meyer, 1992), and
anti-p150Glued (Gill et aI. 1991; Paschal etal. 1993) staing in cultued cells.
Staing of mitotic cells with anti-p50 also showed a strong apparent kietochore pattern
beging after nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB)(Fig.6g), and disappearig from each
chro some upon its alignent at the metphase plate (Fig. 6i). The intensity of the stag was
consistent with a tie-dependent accumulation of the antigen, from a di signal just after NEB, to
very bright levels in kietochores of non-aligned metphase chromosomes (Fig.6c).
Because kietochore stag was not observed previously in cells staed with anti-
150Gl antibodies (Gill et aI. 1991), I examed the effects of multiple fixation conditions on
mitotic stag obtaed with a battery of monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to dynactin
components (Table I , Fig.7). Seven independent antibodies includig monoclonals and affty-
purfied polyclonal antisera, directed against pl50Glued (UP236, DART, PORT, AR, and mp150)
and Ar 1 (RAl/10 and A27) gave kietochore staing patterns comparable to that seen with the
anti-p50 monoclonal antibody (Table I , Fig.7). Both a monoclonal ("74. , Table 1) and an
affty-purfied polyclonal anti-cytoplasmic dynein IC antibody (Vaughan and Vallee, 1995) also
produced the same kietochore pattern (Table 1 , Fig.7e). Importtly, all antibodies consistently
showed this pattern in cells fixed without detergent pre-extraction, thus mizing the risk of
arifactal redistrbution of cytosolic antigens (Table I , Fig. 7). It should also be noted that the
increased clarty of kietochore stag obtaed in detergent pre-extacted samples (Table I)
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i!!ure 6: Subcellular distribution of p50 throughout the cell cycle in cultured mammalian
cells. , b, c, e, g, i, k, m) anti-p50 staing, , f, h
, j, 
n) Hoechst DNA staing. , b)
interphase HeLa cells
, d) late prometaphase COS-
, j) 
prophase Rat2
, (g, 
h) early
prometphase Rat2
, j) 
metphase Rat2 1) anaphase Rat2 , n) telophase Rat2. (a)
Interphase cells fixed in formaldehyde without detergent pre-extracton show fie punctate stag
densely fillin the cytoplasm, but excluded from the nucleus. Promient centro somal stag 
also seen, appearg as 2-4 closely-spaced spots at high magnfication (inset) (b) Cells fixed in
formaldehyde after detergent pre-extaction. . Centrosomal stag persists promiently, but most
of the fie punctte stag is lost. Centrosomal spots are visible durg prophase 
, j), 
but
become obscured by an accumulation of fie punctte stag along spindle microtubules
parcularly near the poles, from prometphase , d, g, h) to anaphase (k, 1). Spindle pole staing
is oftep. notably dier in telophase cells , n). Kietochore staing was also observed in
prometphase cells , d, g, h), found most promient in late-attachig chromosomes before their
alignent at the metaphase plate (arrows in c, d). Cells in (e-n) were fixed in formaldehyde
followed by detergent extaction. Kietochores in panels and would be scored as "+++" and
++"
, respectively, in Table 1.
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was largely due to the concomitat decrease in fie punctte cytoplasmic staing observed with
this method (see Fig. b). The kietochore localization ofanti-dynact staing was confrmed
by double-labeling with a CREST human autoimune antiseru (Fig.7g-i). Nocodazole-induced
pseudo-prometaphase cells showed enhanced staing of all kietochores with all anti-dynactin and
anti-dynein antibodies. The kietochores often appeared as paired crescents (Fig. ?), Figs. , 10)
clearly remiscent of previous electron microscopic observations made under simlar microtubule-
depolymerizing conditions (Rieder, 1982). Ths increased size and curatue of kie to chores is
thought to result from the continued growt of the fibrous corona through recrutment of cytosolic
components, combined with the contiued condensation of the underlying chromati, thus yieldig
a "wet photograph" effect. We also noted that chromosomes isolated from viblastine-arested
CHO cells, known to conta little or no tubulin bound to kietochores (Mitchison and Kirschner
1985,~showed strong anti-p50 stag of the priar constriction (B. Paschal, L. Wordeman, and
R. Vallee, unpublished observations).
Table 1: Effect of Fixation Methods on Prometaphase Kinetochore Staining with anti-Dynactin
and anti-Cytoplasmic Dynein Antibodies in Cultured Vertebrate Cells.
MeOH Tx- lOO , then Fonn. , then Fonn. , then Tx- l00 Simult. Tx- l00
MeOH Tx-l00 MeOH then Fonn. Fonn. , and Glut.
Anti-p50 (mAb "50-
+++ +++
Anti-pl50Glued (pAb "UP236"
Anti-pl50Glued (pAb "DART"
Anti-pl50Glued (pAb "PORT")
Anti-pl50Glued (pAb AR"
Anti-pl50Glued (mAb)
Anti-Arl(pAb "RAl/l0"
Anti-Arl(pAb "A27"
+/-
Anti-dynein IC (pAb "L5"
+/- +/- +/-
Anti-dynein IC (mAb "74.
+++
, prominent staning; ++, clear staning; +, dim staning; +/-, varable dim staining; -, no detectable
staning; nd, not done. See Materials and Methods for detaled protocols. Abbreviations: form.
formaldehyde; glut. glutaaldehyde; simult. simultaeous.
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h!Ure 7: Dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein components localize to kinetochores.
Prometaphase COS-7 cells show clear kietochore stag with anti-p50 (a), anti- 150Glued (c),
anti-Arl ("A27")(g), and anti-cytoplasmic dynein IC (e). (b, d
, f) are DNA stag patterns
correspondig to , c, e), respectively. Double-labelin using anti-Arl 
(g, j) 
and human CREST
autoimune seru l) confrms kietochore localization of dynactin. The dynactin pattern is
restrcted to non-aligned kietochores in control cells 
(g-
i), but appears on all kietochores 
nocodazole-treated (10/l, 3hrs at 37 C) cells (j-l). (h) and (k) show superiposition of (g+i) and
(j+l), respectively, showig signal co-localization in yellow. (a-j are conventional fluorescence
micrographs, and (g-l) are though-focus maxial projections of complete xfy optical section
stacks (22 sectons, 0.4 I-m step) acquired by confocal microscopy. All cells were fixed in
formaldehyde followed by detergent extacton, except (e, f) which was fixed directly in metanol.
All etochores in ths figue would be scored as "++" in Table I , except for panelj which would
be scored "
+++"
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Discussion
Molecular characterization of p50
Durig this first phase of my thesis work, I found that p5 0 is a novel protein, encoded as a
single transcript in all tissues tested, apparently from a single gene locus in mamals. Sequence
analysis suggested an a-helix-rich secondar structue, includig one strongly-predicted coiled coil
domai and two highly-charged a-helices. Although one motif search suggested the presence of an
HT domai withi mamalian p50, the same motif was not found using a second, more powerf
search program, nor was it found in any other non-mamalian p50 sequences analyzed to date. In
addition, all confrmed members of ths HT subfamly are prokarotic in origin, and the
consensus sequence in question has been known to yield false positives (pers. comm. , Dr. S.
Henioff. Thus, it appears doubtfu that p50 truy contas this strctue or its associated DNA-
bindi :actvity. Interestingly however, the tentative identification of Jnmlp as the yeast p50
homologue was recently confrmed by the fidig that Jnml p indeed forms a dynactin-like complex
with ACT3/5 and YDGl , the yeast Arl and p150Glued homologues, respectvely (Kahana et aI.
1996). Along with the recent identification of Drosophila (pers. comm. , D. Sta, Cornell Univ.
Ithaca, NY and C. elegans p50 sequences, these fidigs offer the promise that futue progress
from studies in these genetically-tractble systems may become more directly interpretable with
respect to vertebrate p50 and dynactin.
Subcellular distribution of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein during mitosis
Early reports of the staing patterns obtaed with anti-cytoplasmic dynein and anti-
dynactin antibodies yielded conficting results. Dynein was found by some laboratories to
associate with kietochores durg prometphase, and subsequently, to appear in a more diffse
pattern toward the spindle poles (Pfar et al. 1990; Steuer et al. 1990). However, ths pattern
was relatively diffcult to see in unextacted cells, and was not observed unversally (Lin and
Collins, 1992). Furermore, despite an earlier clai to the contrary (Steuer et al. 1990), a
comparable kietochore pattern was not observed in cells staied with an antibody agaist
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p150Glued (Gill et aI. 1991). Thus, in order to alleviate ths confsion, I undertook an exhaustive
study of the subcellular distrbution of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein antigens under a wide
range of preservation conditions (Table 1). Several epitopes showed some variability in
imunoreactivity, paricularly evident with anti-cytoplasmic dynein IC staing, which was most
sensitive to fixation conditions, perhaps in par reflecting the differences in dynein staing reported
among other labs. Despite these caveats, I was able to demonstrate conclusively that both
complexes do indeed co-localize on prometaphase kietochores.
As seen for cytoplasmic dynein, I found dynact imunoreactivity to appear at the
kietochore just after NEB. Kietochore staing intensity increased dur early prometphase
consistent with the reported matuation of these strctes durg this phase of mitosis (Rieder
1982). 1,J:deed, once exposed to the cytoplasm, vertebrate kietochores develop to form
characteristic trilamar plate structes located over the constricted centromeric regions, parly
through recrutment of several cytosolic factors includig the kiesin-like proteins CENP-E (Yen
et aI. 1991) and MCAK (Wordeman and Mitchison, 1995), CLIP-170 (Dujardi et aI. , 1996),
ZW10 (Starr et aI. 1997), and now also dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein. Ths matuation
process also involves the formation of a varably-sized, fibrous layer extendig out from the
cytosolic face of the outer plate, known as the fibrous corona (Rieder, 1982). Cytoplasmic dynein
and CENP-E have both been localized to ths region (W ordeman et al. 1991; Yao et al. , 1997),
and prelimary experients have also revealed p50 staing in the same region (unpub. results
Drs. B. Paschal and L. Wordeman).
Consistent with electron microscopy observations of fibrous corona material (Rieder
1982), I also found that cytoplasmic dynein and dynacti disappeared from kietochores upon
chromosome alignent at the metaphase plate, and that both appeared enlarged and much brighter
in kietochores of nocodazole-arrested pseudo-prometaphase cells. The loss of kietochore
stag in late prometaphase cells was delayed in non-attched chromosomes (Fig. and
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Fig. i), thus indicating that control of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein release from kietochores
depends on the specific behavior of individual chromosomes with respect to their interactions with
spindle microtubules. Whle the decrease in kietochore stag by metaphase could also reflect
an antibody accessibility problem, ths interpretation is disputed by the multiplicity of independent
dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein antibodies which have shown the same pattern in this and
previous studies (Pfar et aI. 1990; Steuer et aI. , 1990).
The results of ths first part of my thesis work therefore fially offered the subcellular co-
localization data to support the involvement of dynactin in cytoplasmic dynein fuction, and
suggested a role for both complexes in kietochore fuction durg prometaphase. Although the
intial analysis of p5 0 sequences did not yield direct insights into its fuction withi dynactin, the
cDN4 lones now permtted the next phase of thesis work to begin: using transient transfections of
p50 constructs for a domiant negative inbition study of dynactin and, indirectly, cytoplasmic
dynein fuctions in vivo with cultued cells.
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CHAPTER 2
OVEREXPRESSION OF WILD TYPE DYNAMITIN (p50) CAUSES
INHIBITION OF DYNACTIN AND CYTOPLASMIC DYNEIN
FUNCTIONS
-t."
Introduction
Afer intial advances in the characterization of dynactin structue and composition, the
central question of the complex s fuction still remaied open. Although biochemical co-
purfication data (Collins and Vallee, 1989; Holzbaur et al. 1991; Steuer et a!. 1990), in vitro
motility data (Gill et a!. 1991; Schroer and Sheetz, 1991), and genetc data (McGrail et a!.
1995; Muhua et a!. 1994; Plaman et a!. 1994; Xiang, et a!. 1994) clearly supported the
involvement of dynacti in dynein-based transport, these studies yielded few direct insights into the
specific role of dynactin in this process.
An importt first issue was to determe the natue of the interaction - if any - between
dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein. Ths was achieved though biochemical analysis including
western blot overlays, imunoprecipitation assays, and affty chromatography technques, all of
which established that the two complexes can indeed interact though the intermediate chain (Iq of
cytoplasmic dynein and the p150Glued subunt of dynactin (Karki and Holzbaur, 1995; Vaughan and
Vallee, 1995) (see Fig. 8). In view of the localization of the ICs to the cargo-facing base of the
dynein complex (Steffen et a!. 1996, see Fig. I), these results supported a "receptor model" of
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dynactin fuction. Accordig to this model, dynact would mediate the interaction of cytoplasmic
dynein with its cargo, as opposed to an alternative "actvator model" , whereby dynactin would
otherwse reguate dynein motor activity. However, the sheer complexity of the dynactin complex
and the fidig that pl50Glued also contais a microtubule-bindig domai of its own (Pierre et a!.
1992 Waterman-Storer et a!. 1995) lent doubt to the notion of dynacti as a simple receptor. The
identification of Ar I as the major subunt (Clark and Meyer, 1992; Lees-Miler et al. , 1992;
Paschal et a!. 1993) also led some to suggest that dynactin may serve as the priar lin between
microtubule- and microfilament-based transport processes (Goldstein and Vale, 1992). Furher
work was clearly needed to test these models.
Thoughout ths time, two other fudamental questions remaied unaddressed in this field:
first
, ~
dynact required for all forms of dynein-based transport, or merely for a subset thereof?
And second, is dynacti fucton restrcted to retrograde transport, or is it also involved in
anterograde transport? The ful range of cytoplasmic dynein fuctions has long remaied largely
speculative due to the lack of a specific method of inbition. Indirect data from numerous sources
have supported roles in retrograde axonal transport (Hrokawa et al. 1990; Paschal and Vallee
1987; Schnapp and Reese, 1989), periuclear localization ofthe Golgi complex (Cortesy-
Theulaz et a!. 1992), centrpetal movement of endosomes (Anento et al. 1993), organzation of
spindle-like radial arrays of microtubules in vitro (Verde et a!. 1991), poleward chromosome
movements durg prometphase (Hyman and Mitchison, 1991; Reider and Alexander, 1990), and
transport of MTs from the neuronal cell body into growing axons (Dillman II et a!. 1996), to
name a few.
One antibody inbition study did offer a more direct approach in priciple, yieldig an
apparent inbition of spindle pole separation durg early mitosis, but specificity questions
remaied, especially in view of the high antibody concentrations needed to see these effects
(Vaisberg, et al. 1993). More clear-cut physiological evidence emerged from genetic systems
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Fil!ure 8: Schematic representation of mode of interaction between dynactin and cytoplasmic
dynein.
Dynact and cytoplasmic dynein have been shown to interact directly via the intermediate chais
(Ics) of the latter and the p150Glued subunt ofthe former (Karki and Holzbaur, 1995; Vaughan and
Vallee, 1995). Based on previous ultrastrctal analyses of the two complexes , the ICs are
located at the base of the dynein molecule (Steffen et aI. 1996), and the IC-interaction domai of
p150G/ued is located near the base of dynacti' s arm domai, where it inserts into the "shoulder
region (Schafer et al. , 1994).
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where gene disruptions are possible. These studies revealed clear roles for cytoplasmic dynein in
spindle orientation and some aspects of mitotic chromosome segregation in budding yeast (Eshel
al. 1993; Li et al. 1993; Saunders et a!. 1995), nuclear migration in filamentous fugi
(Plaman et a!. 1994; Xiang, et al. 1994), and eye morphogenesis in Drosophila (McGrail
al. 1995). Although genetic analysis has simlarly demonstrated dynacti' s involvement in the
same fuctional pathways (McGrail et a!. 1995; Mulma et a!. 1994; Plaman et al. , 1994;
Xiang, et a!. 1994), an equivalent approach has not been feasible in mamalian cell systems.
Durg the second phase of my thesis work, I worked to bridge this gap in the field by
undertg a study ofp50 fuction in cultued vertebrate cells, hoping to gai new insights into
dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein fuctions. I chose a domiant negative inbition approach
trans.f ctig cells to overexpress wild tye and mutat p50 constrcts and assay for interference
with normal endogenous dynactin, and presumably, cytoplasmic dynein activities. I first examed
two basic cellular processes which have long been proposed to involve dynein-based transport:
periuclear Golgi localization and mitosis. I found that overexpression of wild tye p50 resulted in
a dissociation of the dynacti complex, accompaned by multiple cytological defects consistent with
inbition of cytoplasmic dynein fuctions. Ths chapter therefore describes those fidigs using
transfectons of wild tye p50 in cultued cells. Effects associated with overexpression of mutat
p50 constrcts will be described in Chapter 3.
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Materials and Methods
Cell culture and transfections
Cell cultues (Rat2 and COS- , both from A TCC) were maintained as described in
Chapter I. Briefly, all cultues were maintained as sub confuent monolayers in "growt medium
DMEM or Fl2K (Gibco/BRL) + 10% fetal calf seru (Gibco/BRL) + 100U/ml penicilin + 100
J.g/ml streptomycin (Sigma). For imunofluorescence staing experients, cells were
trsinzed, and seeded onto sterile 18xl8 mm glass coverslips in 6-well dishes (Corng) to reach
70-80% confuence after 48 hours.
For transient transfections, cells were seeded onto 18xl8 mm glass coverslips in 6-well
dishes at 1. 5 x 10 cells per well, so that they reached 70% confuence at the time of
transfecton (usually the next day). Afer 24 hours, growt medium was rised off with Ca - and
free PBS (D-PBS), and replaced with transfection mixte (each well contaed 1 J.g plasmid
DNA with 4 J.l Lipofectae reagent (Gibco/BRL) in I ml DMEM or F12K, prepared as per
supplier s instructions) for 6 hours before replacing agai with growth medium. Transfected
samples destied for biochemical analysis were plated at equivalent densities in 100mm or 150mm
tissue cultue dishes (Corng), and treated as above, except that 3 ml or 8 ml oftransfection
medium was used per dish, respectively. Transfected cultues were either fixed or harvested 24-
hours later (tyically 24 hours for SA498 and Rat2, and 32-35 hours for COS-7). Nocodazole
(Sigma) was kept as a I mg/ml stock in DMSO, and used in all cases at 10 J.M for 3-4 hours prior
to fixation.
The plasmid used for p50 transfections was made by sub clonig the ful H50A coding
region into the Nod sites ofpCMV (Clontech), which itself, was used as is for galactosidase
overexpression. The myc epitope tag (EQKLISEED-stop ) (Evan et al. 1985) was inserted after
the last p50 codon by PCR mutagenesis and sub clonig through a shuttle vector
(pARmycSTOP, couresy of Dr. M. A. Gee, Worcester Foundation for Biomedical Research).
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Subsequent optization ofthis tag (to EQKLISEEDLNG-stop) was carred out using the
QuickChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). pCMV-GFP-LpA, encodig the ful length green
fluorescent protein under the control of the CMV promoter was a gift of Dr. H. Stuenberg,
EMBL, Heidelberg. pCNG2, encodi the GFP-, bl 2 N-acetylglucosamyltransferase I (NAGT-
I) fusion protein under control ofthe CMV promoter, was a gift of Drs. David Shia and 
Warren (Imperial Cancer Research Fund, London, UK).
lmmunochemical methods (as described in Chapter 1)
Antibodies used in ths chapter were: "50-1A" ascites preparation of monoclonal anti-p50
(Paschal et a!. 1993), "A27" affty-purfied rabbit polyclonal anti-Arl antiseru (gift from
Drs. D. Meyer and S. Clark, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA), "UP235" (for western blottg) and
UP:?-36" (for inunofluorescence) affty-purfied rabbit polyclonal anti-pl50GIUed antisera
(Vaughan and Vallee, 1995; Waterman-Storer et at. 1995)(gifts from Dr. E. Holzbaur, Univ. of
Pennsylvana, Philadelphia, P A), "DART" rabbit polyclonal anti- 150Glued antiseru (Vaughan
and Vallee, 1995), "L5" affty-purfied rabbit polyclonal anti-cytoplasmic dynein intermediate
chai (Vaughan and Vallee, 1995), "74. 1" monoclonal anti-cytoplasmic dynein intermediate chai
(Dillman II and Pfister, 1994)(gift from Dr. K. Pfister, Univ. of Virgina, Charlottesville, VA),
rabbit antiseru agaist the myc epitope tag (couresy of Dr. M. A. Gee, Worcester Foundation
for Biomedical Research), "SH" human CREST autoinune antiseru (Simerly, et a!. , 1990),
rabbit polyclonal anti-CENP-E antiseru (Lombillo et at. 1995)("pAb- 1.6" , gift from B. Schaar
and Dr. T. Yen, Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA), monoclonal anti-tubulin (DM1A
Amersham), rabbit polyclonal anti-tubulin (gift from Dr. J.C. Bulinski, Columbia University, NY,
monoclonal (Boehrger Maneim Biochemicals) and rabbit polyclonal (5 Prie - 3 Prie Inc.
Boulder, CO) anti-f3-galactosidase, monoclonal anti-VSV-G epitope ("P5D4" , from Sigma);
monoclonal anti-rat a-manosidase II (Babco, Berkeley, CA);
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For western blotting, samples were separated by SDS-P AGE, and electrophoretcally-
transferred to a PVDF membrane (Imobilon P , Milipore, Bedford, MA). Afer blockig in 
nonfat dr milk in TBS + 0. 1 % Tween-20 (TBST) at 4 C overnght, the blot was incubated with
priar antibody diluted in TBST + I % milk for I hr, washed (3x 10 mi in TBST + 1 % milk),
then incubated for 40 mi in HR-conjugated donkey anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG diluted
I: 10 000 in TBST + 1 % milk. Afer fial washig (3x 10 mi in TBST), signal detection was
achieved by enhanced chemilumescence (Amersham Corp.
For inunofluorescence staing, cells grown on glass coverslips were briefly rised with
PBS , and processed according to one of the followig protocols. Some samples were pre-
extracted with a I mi incubation in 0.5% Triton X- IOO (Pierce) in PEMG buffer (80 mM PIPES
(pH ), 5mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCI , 4 M glycerol), followed by either 10 mi in 100% methanol
at - , or 15 mi in 4% formaldehyde (from 16% EM grade, Electon Microscopy Sciences, Ft.
Washigton, P A) in PEMG. Some samples ("methanol fixation ) were simply incubated for 10
mi in 100% methanol at - C. Other samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in D-PBS for 15
, followed by either incubation in 0.5% Triton X- lOa in D-PBS for 2 mi, or 10 mi in 100%
methanol at - C. Samples destined for anti-tubulin staing were simultaeously fixed and
extracted ("FGE method") in 4% formaldehyde + 0.25% glutaraldehyde (from 8% EM grade
Polysciences Inc., Wargton, PA) + 0.5% Triton X- I00 in PEMG for 15 mi, rised in PBS (3x
5mi), and incubated in 0.5 mg/ml sodium borohydrde in PBS (3x 5mi) to reduce free aldehyde
groups.
All samples were then rised in PBS (3x 5mi), incubated in priar antibody solution for
30-45 mi, rised agai in PBS (3x 5mi), and incubated in secondar antibody solution for 30-
mi. All antibodies were diluted in PBS + I % normal donkey seru (Jackson Imunoresearch
Labs. , West Grove, PA). All secondary antibodies were made in donkey, conjugated to DTAF
Cy2, Texas Red, Cy3 , or Cy5 , and made species-specific by cross-adsorption ("ML" series
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Jackson Imunoresearch Labs). Labeling of chromosomal DNA was achieved with a brief
incubation in Hoechst dye #33258 (Pierce). Samples were mounted in 0. 1 % p-phenylenediame in
PBS + 50% glycerol.
Microscopy techniques (as described in Chapter 1)
Conventional imunofluorescence microscopy was carred out on a Zeiss Axophot
photomicroscope (Carl Zeiss Inc. , Thornwood, NY equipped for epifluorescence, and micrographs
were taen on Kodak TMA -400 film. Images were digitized by scang the negative with a
Nikon Coolscan Scaner (Nikon Inc. , Electronic Imaging Dept. , Melville, NY. Confocal
microscopy was carred out on a Bio Rad MRC I 000 system (Bio Rad Microscience, Hercules
CA) equipped with Kr/Ar laser, mounted on a Nikon Diaphot 200 microscope. All digitized
image (from conventional and confocal microscopy) were cropped using Adobe Photoshop
(versions 3.0 and 4. , Adobe Systems Inc. , Mounta View, CA), and imported into CorelDraw
(versions 5. 0 to 7. , Corel Corp. , Ottwa, Canada) for figue assembly. Figues were prited on a
Kodak Colorease P S color priter (Eastman Kodak Comp. , Rochester, NY.
Live cell analysis
COS-7 cells were seeded at 2xl0 cells in growt medium (D-MEM + 10% FBS +
penicilin + streptomycin + L-glutame) on glass coverslips affxed to the bottom of 35mm
homemade observation chambers, and grown for 24 hrs before transfection. Transfections were
carred out for 6 hrs in 21n seru-free and antibiotic-free growth medium containg 2 I-g tota 
plasmid DNA (pCMV50m + pCNG2, or pCNG2 alone for control) and 8 I-l of Lipofectae
mixed accordig to supplier s instructions. In co-transfected samples, over 90% of overexpressors
expressed both constructs. Cells were then retued to normal growth medium, and incubated at
C for 30-35 hrs before staing tie-lapse observations.
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Time-lapse observations were cared out using an inverted Leica DMIRB microscope
(Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with temperatue-, humdity- and C02-controlled stage
incubator, motor-drven Z-axis stage control and a 12V/l00W halogen lamp (used at 7-9V) for
fluorescence ilumation. All recordigs (made at 3 to 7 second intervals) were obtained using a
Leica 40x/l.OO PL Fluotar (Ph3) objective and Photometrics liquid-cooled-CCD camera (CH250
Photometrcs, Tucson, AZ). Camera settings, shutter, fie-focusing and epifluorescence filter
wheels were all controlled though Metaorph softare (version 2. , Universal Imaging Corp.
West Chester, PA).
Sedimentation analysis
Cells grown in 100mm dishes were harvested in D-PBS + 10 mM EDT A, counted
pellet ; and resuspended at equal cell density in buffer "A" (50 mM Tris-Cl (PH 7.5), 150 mM
NaCl, 1% NP- , I mM EDTA, 0.5 mM AEBSF, 10 J.g/mlleupepti, I mM TAM, 1 J.g/ml
aproti, 1 J.g/ml pepstati A), kept at C for 15 mi. Alternatively, pelleted cells were
resuspended in buffer A without NP-40 present, and homogenized by 2 passes at 2000 rpm in 
motor-drven teflon-glass homogenizer kept at 4 C. The celllysates were airfged at 30psi for 
, and the supernatat (cytosolic extact) was recovered. Sucrose gradients (4. 8 ml, 5-20% in
buffer A without NP-40) were prepared and 160 J.l of each cytosolic extract (correspondig to
approxiately 5xl0 cells) was carefuly layered on top. These gradients were centrifuged in a
SW50. 1 rotor (Beckman Instrents , Palo Alto, CA) at 26 500 rpm for 18 hours at 4 , and
collected as 350 J.l fractons. Sedimentation stadards which included alcohol dehydrogenase (5S),
and thyroglobulin (19S), were diluted in buffer A, and ru with each experient. Equal volumes
of all fractions were analyzed by SDS-P AGE followed by western blotting, as described above.
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Results
Effects of p50 overexpression on Golgi localization
As a first step in investigatig p50 and dynacti fuction in vivo I transiently transfected
cultued mamalian cells with plasmid constructs drivig high constitutive expression ofthe ful-
length wild tye and myc-tagged human p50 codig region, under control of the CMV promoter.
Both constructs produced the same strig phenotyic effects throughout the cell cycle.
When analyzed by inunofluorescence microscopy, the overexpressed p50 and p50myc
were found diffsely thoughout the cytoplasm and were excluded from the nucleus (Fig. 9a). 
first examed the effects ofp50 overexpression on localization of the Golgi complex in COS-
and Rat2 cells, using the trans Golgi marker y-adapti, and the medial Golgi marker enze a-
manc?sidase I (Fig. 9). In clear contrast to control cells which tyically exhbited tightly-clustered
periuclear sta patterns consistig of 1-3 contiguous elements, 80% of interphase p50
overexpressing cells showed numerous small vesicular strctes scattered throughout the
cytoplasm (Fig. 1), and 15% showed a partal dispersal resultig in 3-5 contiguous structes.
The observed range in the severity of Golgi disruption reflected the apparent level ofp50
overexpression, as judged by imunofluorescence staing intensity. Simlar results were obtaed
with COS-7 cells transfected to co-express p50myc with either GFP-tagged N-acetylglucosamyl
transferase I (NAGT -I), markig the medial Golgi (Fig. 9h), or VSV - tagged sialyl transferase
markig the trans Golgi (Rabouille et aI. 1995)(Fig. 10). Using both of these markers, I observed
80-85% of the co-expressing cells to exhbit p50myc-specific Golgi disruptions simlar to those
observed previously.
It could be argued that the observed redistrbution of Golgi elements is caused either by a
direct inbition of retrograde microtubule-based transport, or more indirectly, by a disruption of
the radial organzation of the microtubule arays in these cells. As a first test of the latter
hypothesis, I examed the microtubule arrays of p50myc-overexpressing COS-7 cells. I found
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ure 9: Effects of p50 overexpression on Goigi localization in cultured mammalian cells.
COS-7 (a-d) and Rat2 (e, t) cells were transfected to overexpress either wild tye p50myc (a, b, e
t), or galactosidase (c, d), and double-labeled to reveal the overexpressed protein (a, c) and either
y-adapti, a trans-Golgi marker (b, d), or a-manosidase I, a medial Golgi marker (t). In other
experients, COS-7 cells were transfected to overexpress another medial Golgi marker, NAGT-
fused to GFP, either alone (g), or with p50myc (h), and the GFP pattern was recorded (g, h). In all
cases, p50myc overexpression resulted in extensive fragmentation and dispersal of Golgi elements
in contrast to control cells which tyiCally showed a tightly-clustered, periuclear Golgi complex.
II'
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that indeed, up to half of interphase p50myc-overexpressing COS-7 cells exhbitig a disrupted
Golgi apparatus also show a less-focused microtubule organzing center, though the microtubule
array often stil appears to radiate from the periuclear region (Fig. 10d). Neverteless, Golgi
fragmentation and dispersal were observed both in p50myc-overexpressing cells with normal
clearly-radial microtubule arays (Fig. I , b), as well as in those with less well-organzed arrays
(Fig. 10c
, d). No changes were observed in the sensitivity of micro tubules to nocodazole-induced
depolymerization, nor in the rate of centrosome-based microtubule regrowth after nocodazole
washout (not shown). Also, no gross-chanes were detected in the actin cytoskeleton in response to
p50myc overexpression (Fig. 10g,
In order to distingush the effects of p5 Omyc overexpression on the microtubule array from
any po p.tial effects on transport, it was necessar to observe the retrograde movements of Golgi-
destied vesicles in livig cells directly. For ths purose, I first treated the transfected cells with
brefeldi A, which leads to a dramatic, yet reversible, resorption of the Golgi complex into the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER)(Klausner et al. 1992). Upon removal of the drg, control cells have
been shown to reform a normal Golgi complex via microtubule-based retrograde transport ofER-
derived vesicles. I therefore transfected COS-7 cells to co-express p50myc with GFP-NAGT-I to
permt observations of Golgi elements in livig cells using low-light level, time-lapse fluorescence
microscopy. Staing of fixed cells showed that over 90% of GFP-positive cells were also
overexpressing p50myc thoughout these experients.
As expected, control cells expressing the GFP-NAGT alone showed the appearance of
GFP-NAGT - labeled vesicles throughout the cytoplasm withi a few miutes after brefeldin A
washout, followed by their rapid centrpetal movement along linear tracks consistent with
microtubules, leadig to the reformation of a periuclear Golgi complex after 25-30 mi (Fig. lla-
e). In cells co-expressing p50myc, simlar labeled vesicles also reappeared throughout the
cytoplasm after brefeldi A washout, but these exhbited no sustained movements in any direction
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Fi1!ure 10: Effects ofp50myc overexpression on cytoskeletal structures in COS-7 cells do not
correlate with Golgi disruption.
(a-t) COS-7 cells were transiently transfected to co-express VSV - tagged ST with either p50myc
(a-d), or j3-galactosidase (e, t). More than 90% of overexpressing cells in co-transfected cultues
were found to express both transfected constrcts. Double-labeling with anti-tubulin (b, d, and t)
with anti-VSV-G tag (a, c, and e) revealed clear Golgi disruptions in p50myc-transfected cells with
normal radial microtubule arays (a, b), as well as in those showig less well-focused arrays (c, d).
Golgi distribution and microtubule organzation in j3-galactosidase-transfected cells (e, t) were
indistigushable from those of control untransfected cells. (g, h) COS-7 cells overexpressing
p50myc alone and double-labeled with anti-myc tag (g) and rhodaIe phalloidin (h) showed no
apparent pertbations of the F -act cytoskeleton.
-1/
., 
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ure 11: Time-lapse analysis of living COS-7 cells during recovery from brefeldin A
directly demonstrates dynamitin-induced inhibition of ER-to-Golgi transport.
COS-7 cultues were transientlytransfected with a GFP-NAGT-I fusion protein either alone (a-e),
or with p50myc (f-j). Over 90% of overexpressing cells in fixed, co-transfected cultues were
found to express both transfected constructs. Afer a 20 mi exposure to brefeldi A, the drug was
washed out and the GFP-NAGT-I fluorescence was recorded by tie-lapse microscopy at 3 to 7
second intervals. Control cells typically exhbited rapid centripeta movemen s of newly-formed
GFP-NAGT-I positive vesicles (arrows in a-e, arrowhead indicates static vesicle for reference),
leadig to the re-formation of a periuclear Golgi complex (upper left corner in a-e). Simlar
labeled vesicles appeared thoughout the cytoplasm of p50myc-transfected cells, but no sustaied
movements were observed in any directon (f-j). Note parial alignents of vesicles in (f-j),
forrg short linear arays suggestive of interactions with microtubules. Bars, 1 !l.
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(Fig. 11f-j), even after more than one hour of observation. I noted that many of these vesicles did
align to form short linear arays suggestive of static interactons with microtubules (Fig. IIf-j).
These data directly demonstrate that p50myc overexpression inbits microtubule-based ER-to-
Golgi transport, resulting in the accumulation of Golgi elements throughout the cytoplasm, most
likely at or near their sites of emergence from the ER.
Cells overexpressing p50 show prometaphase-like arrest with aberrant spindle morphology
A higher than normal proportion of p50- and p50myc-overexpressing COS-7 cells
appeared to be in mitosis, as judged by rounded morphologies and condensed chromosomes. 
determe the magntude of ths effect, I compared the cell cycle index ofp50myc-overexpressing
cells with those of three separate control categories: untransfected cells, transfected but non-
expr sing cells, and transfected cells overexpressing an unelated cytosolic protein
, p-
galactosidase (li gal transfectants )(Fig. 12). From a tota of 6838 p50myc-overexpressing cells
counted over 4 independent experients, 9.4:! 1.5% were in M-phase. Nearly all of these (96.
of mitotic) showed a prometphase-like chromosome confguation, havig clearly undergone
chromosome condensation and NEB but not metaphase chromosome alignent (Fig. 13 , 14).
Anaphase and telophase confgurations were extremely rare in these cells. In strig contrast, the
three control categories showed much lower indexes, with 4.2:! 0.8% ofuntransfected cells, 4.2:!
6% oftransfected non-expressing cells and 3.6:! 0.4% of p-gal transfectats found to be
distrbuted throughout M-phase (Fig. 12).
The prometaphase-like p50myc-overexpressing cells were found to show signficant
spindle aberrations, as revealed by anti-tubulin stag (Fig. 13, 14). In nearly all cases, two half-
spindles were observed, which tyically showed marked asynetry in overall size, shape and
microtubule density, and appeared to be oriented independently. Generally, spindle poles were
closer than normal to the cell periphery. In most cases, one half spindle was signficantly more
developed than the other (e.g. Fig. 13d- i). The microtubules of the larger half spindle were
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ure 12: Effect of p50 overexpression on mitotic progression.
Cell cycle indexes of control untransfected cells (open bars), transfected but non-expressing cells
(hatched bars), p-galactosidase transfectats (shaded bars), and p50myc transfectats (black bars).
Cell cycle phases were scored based on chromosome confguations. All values are means from 4
independent experients (507':n.:3283 cells/category/experient) +/- SD. Values for p50myc
transfectats were found to be signficantly different from the thee control categories (p .: 0. 05).
i..:
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Fi2ure 13: Effects of p50 overexpression on mitotic spindle morphology.
Imunofluorescence anti-tubulin stag (a- j h) of mitotic j3-galactosidase-overexpressing
COS-7 cell (a), and p50myc-overexpressing cells (b- i) exhbitig a range of spindle distortons
(arows indicate spindle poles). Panels (b- j h) illustrate pronounced asymetry in microtubule
density and orientation of half-spindles, as compared with the unpertbed spindle of a metaphase
j3-galactosidase-overexpressin COS-7 cell (a). Staing of overexpressed p50myc , g, i) reveals
non-random chromosome distrbution, seen as unstained regions which co-localize with dense areas
of distorted spindles (particularly in-e and i). Note non-expressing mitotic cell in panel (f as
fuer control. All cells were simultaeously fixed and extacted by "FGE" method (see Materials
and Methods). All images were acquired by confocal microscopy. Single optical sections are
shown for anti-p50myc stag , g, i) to facilitate localization of chromosomes. All other panels
are ilqugh-focus maxial projectons of complete x/y optical section stacks (24-40 sections, 0.4
m step).
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noticeably longer than those of control mitotic cells, and often formed a loose bundle which cured
along the cell periphery as it splayed apar. These elongated microtubules were invarably found to
end with the chromosome mass, which often formed a loose, U -shaped confguation around the
microtubule bundle (Fig. 13e and Fig. 14a, c). Triple-labelin with anti-p50, anti-tubulin and a
human CREST autoimune seru confrmed that all kietochores ofp50myc transfectts co-
localized with spindle microtubules (Fig. 14c:f.
I also examed the distribution ofCENP- , a kiesin-like protein which accumulates on
kietochores durg prometaphase, and has been implicated in chromosome congression (Yen
al. 1992). Anti-CENP-E kietochore stag intensity, which normally shows a marked decrease
after metphase (Yen et al. 1992), remained high in the p50myc-overexpressing cells and clearly
revealed tha sister chromatids were unseparated (Fig. 14b), both consistent with the prolongation
'. 
ofa prometphase-like state.
Tetapolar spindles were occasionally noted in p50myc transfectats fixed over 35 hours
after transfection (as opposed to 27 to 33 hours for most experients), which were not observed in
controls. These cells, which were larger than normal and showed an increased chromosome mass
were probably in their second abnormal mitotic division.
Overexpression of p50 in cultured cells causes dissociation of the dynactin complex
Previous work has shown that in brai and testis cytosolic extacts, p50
, p 
150Glued and
Ar 1 all migrate at approxiately 20S , indicatig that they exist exclusively as a complex (Clark
et aI. 1994; Paschal et aI. 1993). To investigate the molecular basis for the cytological defects
observed in the present study, cytosolic extracts were prepared from control and transfected cells
and analyzed by sucrose density gradient sedimentation (Fig. 15). Extracts of control untransfected
and gal-transfected COS-7 cultues showed the four dynactin components examed p150G1Ued
p62, p50 and Arl , co-migrating at 18S. Ths slight divergence from the 20S value observed
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ure 14: Effect of p50 overexpression on kinetochore proteins.
Double imunofluorescence staing of mitotic p50myc-overexpressing cells with anti-p50 (a) and
anti-CENP-E antiseru (b) shows bright stag of paired kietochores. Triple-labelling with
anti-p50myc (c), human CREST anti-centromere autoimune seru (d), and anti-tubulin (e)
confrms colocalization of kietochores with spindle (panel shows combination of and 
(arows indicate spindle poles). All images were acquired by confocal microscopy. Sinle optical
sections are shown for anti-p50myc staing , c) to facilitate visualization of chromosomes. All
other panels are though-focus maxal projections of complete x/y optical section stacks (21-
sections, 0.4 I-m step). Cell in , b) was fixed in formaldehyde followed by methanol, and cell in
(c-j was simultaeously fixed and extacted by "FGE" metod (see Materials and Methods).
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previously may reflect tissue-specific differences in dynact subunt composition, as suggested by
pl50Glued isoformheterogeneity reported in chicken tissue extacts (Gill et aI. 1991). In contrast
all of the dynactin components examed in cultues transfected with either p50myc or untagged
p50 (not shown) exhbited the same abnormal behavior. In these samples pl50Glued showed a
dramatic shift, exhbitig a major peak at 9S , and additional streakg thoughout the lower end of
the gradient (Fig. 15). The Ar1 and p62 peaks showed the same small but consistent shift to 16-
17S. , Overexpressed myc-tagged and endogenous p50 could be distinguished by a slight difference
in electrophoretic mobility. Both species migrated as a single peak at 5S. The cytoplasmic dynein
ICs migrated at 20S in both control and experienta samples. Identical results were obtained with
and without the use of detergent in the cytosol extraction buffer. Thus, these data indicate that
dynacti, but not dynein, is specifically disrupted by p50 overexpression.
~~~
Cells overexpressing p50 show decreased dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein staining of
prometaphase kinetochores
To evaluate the effects ofp50myc overexpression on dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein
with the cells, mitotic transfectants were examed by imunofluorescence microscopy using
antibodies to components of both complexes. Because of the large excess ofp50myc in transfected
cells, an association of recombinant p50 or p50myc with kietochores could not be evaluated.
However, mitotic transfectts expressing high levels ofp50myc showed undetectable or lower
than normal kietochore staing with anti-pI 50Glued and anti-Arl antibodies (not shown). The
magntude ofthis decrease was found to vary in proportion to the level ofp50myc overexpression
as judged by imunofluorescence staing intensity. In contrast, kietochore staing with both
anti-CENP- E antiseru (Fig. 14b), and a human CREST anti-centromere auto-antiseru (Fig. 14d)
were not affected, argug that general disruption of kietochore strctue does not occur. Anti-
cytoplasmic dynein IC staing of kie to chores, because of its sensitivity to aldehyde fixation
(Table I), was diffcult to evaluate in these samples.
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It could be argued that the observed loss of p 15 OGlued and Ar I was not due to p50-induced
dissociation of the complex, but rather because the arrest phenotye may have occurred
downstream of the normal loss of dynactin from kietochores (see Chapter I). Thus, in order to
distingush between these possibilities, I re-examed kietochore staing in nocodazole-treated
cells. The cells are thereby rendered incapable of formg the kietochore-microtubule interactions
which are normally associated with loss of cytoplasmic dynein, dynacti and other antigens, and
the kietochores are permtted to grow larger than usual. Ths had the added benefits that the
imunofluorescence signals were maxized in control kietochores , and any potential effects of
kietochore microtubules on antibody accessibility were also elimated.
As expected, transfected non-expressing cells and p-gal-transfected cells showed brighter
enlarg d kietochore patterns under these conditions, often appearg crescent-shaped (Fig.
Fig.! 7). In cells overexpressing high levels ofp50myc, however, both anti-ArI (Fig. 16a) and
anti-pl50GIUed (Fig. 16e) showed clearly reduced kietochore staing. Anti-cytoplasmic dynein IC
staig of kie to chores in these cells also showed a clear decrease in intensity (Fig. 17). In
general, the morphology of anti-IC-staed kietochores was more variable than that seen with anti-
pl50Glued and anti-ArI , due to the effects of formaldehyde fixation on IC stag. Methanol
fixation, which yields optial kietochore stag with anti-IC' s (Table I), caused excessive loss
of mitotic transfected cells, and therefore could not be used in these experients. Nonetheless
carefu examation of numerous p50-overexpressing cells over 5 separate experients indicated
that the decrease ofIC staing at kietochores was comparable to that seen for anti-ArI and anti-
I50G/ued In contrast, anti-CENP-E staing at kietochores remained unchanged under these
conditions (Fig. 17g).
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Fi2ure 15: Sedimentation analysis of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein in p50 overexpressing
cultures.
Cytosolic extracts of equal numbers of cells from untransfected
, (3-galactosidase-transfected, and
p50myc-transfected COS-7 cultues were subjected to 5-20% sucrose density gradient
sedimentation, followed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting using antibodies to p50 p150GlUed
UP235"
), 
Arl ("A27"), p62, and cytoplasmic dynein IC ("74.1"). Peak positions of
sedimentation stadards are shown.
, ;
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Fi\?ure 16: Effect of p50 overexpression on anti-Arp1 and anti-p150Glued staining of
kinetochores. Nocodazole-treated (lOf.m, 3hrs at 37 C) COS-7 cells transfected with p50myc 
, e
j), 
or j3-galactosidase 
, d, 
g, 
h) were staed with "A27" anti-Arl , c) or anti-pl50Glued 
g). 
Anti-p50myc 
, j) 
and anti-j3-galactosidase (d, h) sta identifies overexpressing cells, and
reveals chromosomal localization as unstaied regions. , c, e g) are through-focus maxial
projections of complete x/y optical secton stacks (14-22 sections, 0.35 f. step). , d, j h) are
single optical sections to facilitate visualization of chromosomes in overexpressing cells. Anti-
Arl and anti-pl50Glued stag are displayed in pseudocolor to show intensity differences (color
range shown in panel c). Neighborig non-expressing prometaphase cells offer an internal control
in each field of view, to assess the decrease in anti-Arl and anti-pl50GlUed kietochore stag
intensity. All cells were fixed in formaldehyde followed by methanol extraction.
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ure 17: Effect of p50 overexpression on anti-cytoplasmic dynein and anti-CENP-
staining of kinetochores.
Nocodazole-treated (lOl-m, 3hrs at 37 e) COS-7 cells transfected with p50myc (a- , g, h), or 13-
galactosidase 
, j) 
were staed with anti-cytoplasmic dynein IC , c, e), or anti-CENP-
antiseru 
(g). 
Anti-p50myc , d
, j) 
and anti-l3-galactosidase (f stag identifies overexpressing
cells, and reveals chromosomal localization as unstained regions. , c, e
, g) 
are through-focus
maxial projections of complete xJy optical secton stacks (20-26 sectons, 0.4 I-m step). , d, f,
, j, l) are single optical sectons to facilitate visualization of chromosomes in overexpressing cells.
Anti-IC and anti-CENP- stag are displayed in pseudocolor to show intensity differences
(color rane shown in panel 
g). 
Neighborig non-expressing prometphase cells offer an internal
control in panels , c, e
, g) 
to assess the differences in kietochore stag intensity. All cells
were fHed in formaldehyde followed by methanol extacton.
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Discussion
In view of the remarkable disruptive effects ofp50 overexpression on the dynactin
complex, the Golgi complex, the interphase microtubule organzing center, and mitotic progression
I proposed the name dynamti for ths polypeptide.
Interphase phenotype: disruption of Golgi complex and microtubule organizing center
Ths study represented the first analysis of the effects of disrupting dynactin function in
mamalian cells. I first documented two distinct cytological defects associated with dynamtin
overexpression in cultued interphase cells: inbition of microtubule-based ER -to-Golgi retrograde
transport resulti in severe fragmentation and dispersal of the Golgi complex, and disruption of
the microtubule-organzing center, resulting in non-radial microtubule arays. Although it is
conceiyable that the latter effect may contrbute in par to the dispersal of Golgi elements
throughout the cytoplasm, my direct observations of livig cells demonstrates that the two are
distict consequences of loss of dynacti fuction. Microtubule-based retrograde transport of
Golgi elements is clearly inbited in these cells, consistent with a loss of cytoplasmic dynein
activity. Ths conclusion was also confrmed recently by simlar time-lapse observations showing
inbition ofER-to-Golgi transport of a GFPNSV G fusion protein in cells overexpressing chicken
dynamti (Presley, et al. , 1997).
In a collaborative study with Dr. Jans Burkhardt (Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL), ths
Golgi disruption phenotye was replicated in cells microinjected with a fuction-blockig
monoclonal antibody directed against cytoplasmic dynein ICs (Burkhardt et al. 1997). Ths study
also revealed that the scattered Golgi elements in dynamtin-overexpressing cells contain several
markers of the cis, medial and trans Golgi, all co-localizin with two proteins, ERGIC-53 and
ERD- , which are normally found in the so-called ER-to-Golgi intermediate compartent
(Burkhardt et aI. 1997; Schweizer et aI. 1990; Sonnchsen et al. 1994). Electron microscopy
showed that the arrested strctues represent short Golgi stacks that closely resemble those
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resulting from treatment with microtubule-depolymerizing agents (Burkhardt et al. 1997; Pavelka
and Ellinger, 1983; Thyberg and Moskalewski, 1985). These drug-induced "stacklets" have also
been shown to conta the ful complement of Golgi and intermediate compartent marker proteins
(Cole et al. 1996). All of these results are therefore consistent with dynactin and cytoplasmic
dynein playig an obligate role in the transport ofER-derived vesicles towards the mius ends of
microtubules, to form the Golgi complex.
The present results also suggest a role for dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein in maintag
the interphase microtubule organzing center, thus implyig the ability of dynactindynein to
transport nucleating material, and/or microtubules themselves as cargo. A simlar fuction was
suggested to underlie the organzation oftaxol-induced radial arrays assembled in mitotic extracts
in vittP (Verde et al. 1991), and more recently, for assembly of spindle-like bipolar arays 
vitro (Heald et aI. 1996). In both studies, untethered microtubules were observed to move with
mius-ends leadig along tethered microtubules, indeed consistent with the untethered microtubule
being transported by dyneindynact. Ths raises the intrgug, and so far unefuted possibility
that ths could in fact be the role of the microtubule-bindi domain found in p 150Glued e. to
permt dynactin bindig to untethered microtubules as cargo, as opposed to interactig with the
microtubule being used for transport. Finally, this also raises the possibility that dynein and
dynacti are also directly involved in organzing the mitotic spindle poles. Although
, as discussed
below, the present mitotic arest phenotye appeared too complex at this stage to address ths
possibility unequivocally, fuer experients described in Chapter 3 were designed to answer this
question more precisely.
Mitotic phenotype
Oyerexpression of dynamtin also resulted in an increase in mitotic index, which correlated
with a clear defect in spindle morphology. Based on the range of mitotic index values observed
, it
appears that mitosis in the overexpressing cells is prolonged but not completely blocked. Ths
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conclusi is supported by the presence of tetrapolar cells among transfectats fixed at later time
points, which, presumably, were in their second abnormal mitosis, havig completed the first round
without segregating their duplicated pair of centrosomes. Furhermore, the near-absence of
anaphase and telophase cells among the dynamtin overexpressors also suggests reentr into G 
without completion of cell division.
Virtally all of the mitotic dynamtin-overexpressing cells had achieved centrosome
duplicati and separation, chromosome condensation, and NEB, but not metaphase chromosome
alignent. Kietochores remaied paired, and showed promient anti-CENP- stag (Fig. 14).
In all of these regards, the cells may be concluded to be in a state comparable to prometaphase.
Thus, these observations represented the first direct 
in vivo evidence for a role for dynactin and
cytop14 dynein in prometphase. Furhermore, in view of the present and previous
inunocytochemicallocalization data (see Chapter 1), these results are also consistent with a
direct involvement of both complexes in kietochore functon.
Prometaphase involves a series of events, several of which could conceivably be disrupted
by loss of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein fuction. Followig kietochore matuation (Rieder
1982), two tyes of prometaphase chromosome movements have been described, which are, in
general, diffcult to discriate temporally but which can be seen as distict processes 
appropriate cells (reviewed by Rieder and Salon, 1994). First in vivo observations oflate-
attchig chromosomes in newt lung cells revealed the intial captue event to involve a tangential
interacton between a kietochore and the wall of a spindle microtubule (Hayden et al. 1990;
Rieder and Alexander, 1990). The mono-oriented chromosome then exhbited rapid poleward
movement along the microtubule at a rate consistent with cytoplasmic dynein-driven organelle
motility (Rieder and Alexander, 1990). Interference with dynein motor activity at this stage would
be expected to leave chromosomes at their sites of intial captue, distributed at a variety of
distaces from the spindle poles. The apparently random distribution of chromosomes along the
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spindle in dynamti-overexpressing cells is, therefore, consistent with a role for dynactin and
presumably, dynein in poleward prometaphase movement.
Followig the intial kietochore-microtubule interaction, the kietochore associates with
and stabilizes the plus-ends of additional spindle microtubules (Mitchison et al. 1986; Nicklas
and Kubai, 1985; Spurck et al. 1990; reviewed by Rieder and Salon, 1994). Chromosome
movement is now considerably slower than before and bidirectonal, exhbiting low amplitude
oscilations (Skibbens et al. 1993), and leadig to bi-orientation and congression to the metaphase
plate. Assembly and disassembly of kietochore microtubules is also intimately coupled to
chromosome movement durg ths and subsequent mitotic phases (Gorbsky, et al. 1987;
Mitchison et al. 1986; Skibbens et al. 1993; reviewed by Desai and Mitchison, 1995; Rieder
and ~? lmon, 1994). Whle it is unclear whether or not this tye of chromosome movement
involves motor activity at all, its onset occurs while both dynein and dynacti are still promient at
the kietochore. Thus, our observation of longer than normal and distorted spindle microtubule
bundles in dynamtin-overexpressing cells may also reflect a role for dynactin and dynein durg
congression, in force production, microtubule dynamcs, or both.
The basis for the more general distortion of the mitotic spindle and the displacement of the
spindle poles toward the cell periphery in many of the dynamti-overexpressing cells is uncert.
These effects may be secondar consequences resultig from the possible loss of kietochore
fuction. It should be noted, in this regard, that microinjection of CREST anti-centromere
antisera, which were found to disrupt kietochore assembly (Bernat et al. 1991), also result in
both chromosome misalignent (Bernat et al. 1990; Simerly, et al. 1990), and spindle
deformation (Bernat et al. 1990). Alternatively, dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein may have
additional cellular sites of action beside the kietochore, which are responsible for the curently
observed effects. Consistent with ths possibility, mutational analysis of dynein and dynactin in
lower eukarotes has indicated a role in spindle positionig and elongation, suggesting a priary
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site of action for the two complexes at the cell cortex (Clark and Meyer, 1994; Eshel et ai. , 1993;
et ai. 1993; Muhua et al. 1994; Saunders et ai. 1995 Carati and Stears, 1997).
Conceivably then, dynamti overexpression may affect a comparable role for dynacti and
cytoplasmic dynein in vertebrate spindle positionig. In ths regard, microinjection of anti-
cytoplasmic dynein antibodies into cultued vertebrate cells resulted in a blockage of bipolar
spindle formation (Vaisberg, et ai. 1993), a result which may be consistent with a role for a
cortical dynein pool in exertg tension on the spindle poles. It should be noted, however, that the
present dynamtin-induced spindle phenotye differs signficantly from the phenotye reported by
Vaisberg and colleagues. A recent study using microinjection of a different fuction-blockig
antibody, in this case directed agaist the cytoplasmic dynein ICs , reported phenotyic effects on
spindle organzation closely simlar to those seen with dynamti overexpression (Gaglio et ai.
1997;).; An earlier study by the same group also confrmed the dynamtin-induced mitotic arrest
phenotye reported here, including the dissociation of the dynactin complex (Gaglio et al. , 1996).
Molecular Basis for Dynamitin-Induced Cytological Defects
The molecular basis for the mitotic phenotye following dynamtin overexpression appears
to be dissociation of the dynactin complex. The present sedimentation analysis shows that
P 15 OGlued and dynamti detach from the Ar 1 filament, which appears to remain intact and
mainta its association with p62. Ths effect may indicate a role for dynamtin in ling pl50Glued
to the Ar 1 filament.
Accordig to one model (see Fig. 18a), the normal assembly of dynacti would involve two
stages, the first being the formation of intermediate dynamtin-p150Glued and dynamtin-Ar1 sub-
complexes. These sub-complexes would then associate via dynamtin to form the complete
dynactin complex in the second stage. The presence of a predicted coiled coil domai with
dynamtin indeed supports the possibility of self-association of ths protein. Assumg that
endogenous control of dynamtin expression levels normally cause ths subunt to be the limting
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factor in this process, the second phase of ths assembly reaction would be highly favored.
However, for the same reason, this second phase of dynact assembly would also be highy
susceptible to inbition by the presence of excess dynamti, since ths would permt the
intermediate sub-complexes to associate with free dynamtin instead of each other (Fig. 18a). The
fidig that all dynamtin normally present in brai extacts is exclusively withi the complete 20S
complex (Paschal et aI. 1993) indeed supports the notion of dynamti as a limting factor in
dynactin assembly. Ths situation is therefore analogous to that of antigen:antibody excess on
imunodiffsion plates, in which suprastoichiometc levels of antigen interfere with precipitin
formation. It should be noted, however, that no evidence of the pl50Glued dynamti and Arl-
dynamti sub-complexes, predicted by this model to be present in extracts from dynamti-
transfected cultues, were observed in the present sedimentation analysis. Of course, the absence
of a w ti-protein species, especially an assembly intermediate not normally found in cells, in this
tye of analysis is of little probative value. Alternatively, a second major model would propose
that the excess dynamtin titrates out a limting strctual or reguatory factor critical to the proper
assembly of the dynactin complex. Furher work will be needed to test these models.
In view of the heterogeneous natue of the transiently-transfected cultues, the near-total
fraction of dynactin which was observed to be dissociated in the transfected cell extracts indicates
that ths effect must have occured at least in part after cell lysis. Thoughout these experients
approxiately 10% of the cells in a tyical transfected cultue overexpressed dynamtin at high
level, though lower levels of expression occured in a higher fraction of the cells. Nonetheless , the
disruptive effects of dynamti appear to be virtally complete in cytosolic extracts, thus raising
the possibility that ths disruption occured only after cell lysis. Prelinary experients have
confrmed that excess bacterially-expressed dynamtin, when added to control COS-7 cell extracts
can induce the same dynact dissociation (not shown). Nevertheless, the disruption of dynacti
withi cells is strongly supported by my imunocytochemical results which showed a marked
decrease in both p 15 OGlued and Ar 1 imunoreactivity at the kietochore of cells expressing high
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levels of dynamti (Fig. 16). These effects were observed in cells accumulated in mitosis by
nocodazole treatment, as well as in non-drg-treated mitotic cells. Nocodazole treatment blocks
mitosis prior to the stage at which dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein normally dissociate from the
kietochore. Even under these conditions, we observed loss of p 15 OGlued and Ar I kietochore
staig in dynamti-overexpressing cells. These results support a direct disruption of dynact by
the excess dynamtin, resultig in inbited recrutment of the complex to prometaphase
kietochores. Why both 150Glued and Ar I were displaced is uncert. Ths observation could
either mean that dynamtin is importt in tageting dynactin to kietochores, or that the complex
becomes unstable after dynamtin-induced dissociation.
Role of Dynactin in Cytoplasmic Dynein Function
.0; Dynamtin overexpression caused a clear decrease in the association of cytoplasmic dynein
with the kietochore, implyi a role for dynactin in mediatig the association of cytoplasmic
dynein with kietochores and other organelles. As noted above, two broad models for dynact
fucton have been envisaged. First, it may serve to reguate dynein motor activity, and thereby act
as an "actvator" for transport. Dynacti was , in fact, intially described on the basis of its effect
in stimulatig the frequency of dynein-mediated organelle movements along microtubules in vitro
(Gill et aI. 1991; Schroer and Sheetz, 1991). The present data offer little support for this view.
Alternatively, dynactin may serve to mediate the bindig of dynein to subcellular strctues
destined for retrograde transport (Vallee and Sheet, 1996; Vaughan and Vallee, 1995). According
to this model, inactivation of dynactin should serve to dissociate dynein from its subcellular bindig
sites (Fig. 18b). Ths is, in fact, what was observed in the present study. Ths latter model is also
strongly supported by the identification ofpl50Glued as an IC-bindig protein (Vaughan and Vallee
1995), especially in light of its recent localization to the cargo-facing base ofthe dynein complex
(Steffen et aI. 1996), and the role of the axonemal dynein ICs in tageting to the flagellar outer
doublet microtubules (Kig and Witman, 1990).
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ure 18: Models of dynamitin-induced dynactin dissociation and implications for the role of
dynactin in cytoplasmic dynein function.
(a) One model of dynamtin-induced dissociation of dynactin, based on disruption of a two-step
assembly process involvig formation of dynamtin- 150G/ and dynamtin-Ar I intermediate
sub-complexes (step I), followed by dynamti self-assembly to yield the complete complex (step
II). Excess dynamtin would therefore be predicted to inbit the second step of ths process, a
situation analogous to that of antibody-antigen interactions in precipitin formation on
imunodiffsion plates.
(b) Schematic representation of predicted fate of cytoplasmic dynein and dynactin at the
kietochores of dynamti-overexpressing cells, accordig to two major models of dynact
fucton: modell , in which dynactin is not involved in dynein binding to its cargo, would predict
that 9 ein remains unaffected at kietochores in dynact-disrupted cells. Model 2, correspondig
to the "receptor" model, predicts that dissociation of dynact results in loss of cytoplasmic dynein
bindi to kietochores and other cargo organelles destined for retrograde transport. The results of
the present study (see Fig. 16, 17) are therefore consistent with the "receptor model" of dynactin
fucton.
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Dynactin may, therefore, serve as a "receptor" for cytoplasmic dynein on the surace 
membranous organelles and kietochores. However, it is structually distinct from known cell
surace receptors and its mode of attchment to kietochores and membranous organelles is
unown. It is also likely to serve as more than a simple anchor for cytoplasmic dynein, especially
with regard to kietochore fuction. The microtubule-bindig domai of the pl50G/ued subunt of
dynact could conceivably participate in kietochore captue by mitotic microtubules. However
activity of this domain must be reguated if force producton by cytoplasmic dynein is to result in
productive poleward chromosome movement. Conceivably, the domain is active transiently, to
serve only in loadig kietochores onto the kietochore-to-pole microtubules. Alternatively, it is
possible that dynactin is required throughout the transport process and that its microtubule-bindig
activity is reguated coordiately with the dynein cross-bridge cycle. Resolution of these issues
pro es to provide fuer insight into the transport mechansms underlyig mitosis and organelle
movements.
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CHAPTER 3
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF
DYNACTIN AND CYTOPLASMIC DYNE IN FUNCTION
IN MAMMALIAN MITOSIS
Introduction
, Understadig the ful range of cytoplasmic dynein and dynactin fuctions in vertebrate
mitotic events has proven to be a diffcult endeavor. First, the strong prometaphase arest observed
in dynamtin-overexpressing COS-7 cells did not allow for testing of possible fuher roles of
dynactin and dynein in later phases of mitosis (and could not refute this possibility). Past efforts at
elucidating cytoplasmic dynein fuction in mitosis have indeed suffered from the same limtations
(Vaisberg, et a!. 1993). Second, the identification of cellular sites of dynein and dynact activity
durg vertebrate mitosis has been complicated by the complexity of the observed disruption
phenotyes. Intial characterization of the dynamti-induced prometaphase arrest phenotye
suggested loss of dynactin and dynein function at several possible sites. Lack of chromosome
alignent suggested a role in kietochore fuction, consistent with the observed inbition of the
normal accumulation of dynein and dynacti at these structues (Chapter 2 , Fig. 16, 17).
However, the presence of severe spindle distortions could also account for this lack of chromosome
alignent, suggesting a role in spindle organzation. Conversely, the spindle distortons could also
be a secondary consequence of kietochore defects, as previously observed with injection of anti-
centromere antibodies (Bernat et a!. 1990). Finally, the aberrant positionig of the spindle withi
dynamtin-overexpressing cells is also consistent with a role in mediatig the interaction of astral
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microtubules with the cell cortex. Indeed, simlar roles have been proposed for dynein and
dynactin durg mitosis in lower eukarotes. Phenotyic analyses of mutat strais of 
cerevisiae contag cytoplasmic dynein and dynactin disruptions have suggested roles for the two
complexes in orienting and positionig the mitotic spindle with respect to the bud neck (Clark and
Meyer, 1994; Eshel et aI. 1993; Li et aI. 1993; Muhua et aI. 1994), and in some aspects of
anaphase chromosome movements (Saunders et aI. , 1995).
The series of experients described in this chapter was therefore conducted to effectively
dissect the dynamtin-induced mitotic arest phenotye, in order to address these issues fuher.
Based on a broader and more detaled imunofluorescence analysis in fixed cells and tie-lapse
analyses in livig cells, the data strongly support three major sites of dynactindynein activity in
ian mitotic cells: prometaphase kietochores, spindle poles, and th cell cortex. In
addition, domai analysis of dynamtin was intiated to gai new insights into its own fuction
with the dynactin complex. Dynamtin is revealed to be capable of self-association though at
least two separate interaction domais and, with data from other sources, it is identified as the
kietochore-targeting subunt of dynactin.
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Materials and Methods
Cell culture and transfections
Cell cultues (COS-7 from ATCC, and SA48 from Dr. J. Burkhardt, Univ. of Chicago
Chicago, IL;Rabouille et aI. 1995) were maintained as described in Chapter I. Briefly, cultues
were maitaed as sub confuent monolayers in "growt medium : DMEM or Fl2K (Gibco/BRL)
+ 10% fetal calf seru (Gibco/BRL) + 100U/ml penicillin + 100 j.g/ml streptomycin (Sigma). For
SA48 cells, 400 j.g/ml G-4l8 (Sigma) was added to the medium to maintain selection for
transfected VSV- tagged sialyl trarsferase (Rabouille et al. 1995). For imunofluorescence
staing experients, cells were trysinzed, and seeded onto sterile 18xl8 mm glass coverslips in
6-well dishes (Corng) to reach 70-80% confuence after 48 hours.
::;
For transient transfections, cells were seeded onto l8xl8 mm glass coverslips in 6-well
dishes at 1. 5 x 10 cells per well, so that they reached 60-70% confuence at the time of
transfection (usually the next day). Once this density was reached, growth medium was rised off
with Ca ++ - and Mg ++ -free PBS (D-PBS), and replaced with transfection mixte (each well
contained 1 j.g plasmid DNA with 4 j.1 Lipofectae reagent (Gibco/BRL) in 1 ml DMEM or
F 12K, prepared as per supplier s instrctions) for 6 hours before replacing agai with growth
medium. Transfected samples destined for sedientation analysis were plated at equivalent
densities in 100mm or 150mm tissue cultue dishes (Corng), and treated as above, except that 3
ml or 8 ml oftransfection medium was used per dish, respectively. Transfected cultues were
either fixed or harested 24-45 hours later (tyically 24 hours for SA48 and 32-35 hours for
COS-7).
cDNA constructs
pCMV-GFP-LpA, encodig the ful lengt green fluorescent protein under the control of
the CMV promoter (used in time lapse analyses oflivig cells) was a gift of Dr. H. Stuenberg,
EMBL, Heidelberg. Mutat dynamti constructs used for domain analysis were prepared using
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stadard PCR cloni technques, and the QuickChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Mutat
human dynamti constructs used for the two-hybrid analysis were obtained from Danel Starr and
Michael Goldberg (Cornell Univ. , Ithaca, NY.
Live cell studies
COS-7 cells were seeded at 2x10 cells in growth medium (FI2K + 10% FBS + penicillin
+ streptomycin + L-glutae) on glass coverslips affxed to the bottom of 35mm homemade
observation chambers, and grown for 24 hrs before transfection. Transfections were carried out
for 6 hrs in 2 ml serum-free and antibiotic-free growt medium contag 2 flg tota of plasmid
DNA (pCMV50m + pCNG2, or pCNG2 alone for control) and 8 fll of Lipofectae, mixed
according to supplier s instructions. In co-transfected samples, over 90% of overexpressors
expres d both constructs. Cells were then reted to normal growth medium, and incubated at
C for 30-35 hrs before staing tie-lapse observations. Rhodame-labeled bovie brain
tubulin (used at 4 mg/ml) was obtained from Dr. Sally Wheatley (Worcester Foundation).
Time-lapse observations were carred out using an inverted Leica DMIRB microscope
(Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with temperatue-, humdity- and C02-controlled stage
incubator, motor-drven Z-axis stage control, a I2V/l00W halogen lamp (used at 7-9V) for
fluorescence ilumation, and a Leica micromanpulator. All recordigs (made at 3 to 7 second
intervals) were obtained using a Leica 40x/1.00 PL Fluotar (Ph3) objective and Photometrics
liquid-cooled-CCD camera (CH250, Photometrcs, Tucson, AZ). Camera settings, shutter, fie-
focusing and epifluorescence filter wheels were all controlled through Metamorph softare
(version 2. , Universal Imaging Corp. , West Chester, PA).
lmmunochemical methods
Antibodies used in ths chapter were: "5 O- IA" ascites preparation of monoclonal anti -p5 0
(Paschal et al. 1993), "DART" rabbit polyclonal anti-pI50G/ued antiseru (Vaughan and Vallee
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1995), rabbit antiseru agaist the myc epitope tag (couresy of Dr. M. A. Gee, Worcester
Foundation for Biomedical Research), HSH" human CREST autoimune antiseru (Simerly, 
al. 1990), monoclonal anti-tubulin (DMIA, Amersham), rabbit polyclonal anti-tubulin (gift from
Dr. J.C. Bulinski, Columbia University, NY, monoclonal (Boehrger Maneim Biochemicals)
and rabbit polyclonal (5 Prie - Prie Inc. , Boulder, CO) anti-f3-galactosidase, monoclonal
P5D4" , from Sigma) and rabbit polyclonal (from Dr. J. Burkhardt, Univ. Chicago, Chicago, IL)
anti-VSV-G epitope, rabbit polyclonal anti-pericentri "4B" and monoclonal anti-NuMA ("204-
41 ") were gifts from Dr. Steve Doxsey (Univ. Massachusetts , Worcester, MA), monoclonal anti-y-
tubulin was from Sigma, rabbit polyclonal anti-Mad2 was obtaed from J. Waters (Univ. North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC), with permssion from R. Chen and A. Muray (UCSF, San Francisco
CA).
For imunofluorescence stag, cells grown on glass coverslips were briefly rised with
PBS , and processed accordig to one of the following protocols. Some samples were pre-
extracted with a 1 mi incubation in 0.5% Triton X- IOO (Pierce) in PEMG buffer (80 mM PIPES
(pH 6. 8), 5mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCI , 4 M glycerol), followed by either 10 mi in 100% methanol
at - , or 15 mi in 4% formaldehyde (from 16% EM grade, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Ft.
Washigton, PA) in PEMG. Some samples ("methanol fixation ) were simply incubated for 10
mi in 100% methanol at - C. Other samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in D-PBS for 15
, followed by either incubation in 0.5% Triton X-100 in D-PBS for 2 mi, or 10 mi in 100%
methanol at - C. Samples destined for anti-tubulin stag were simultaeously fixed and
extacted (HFGE method") in 4% formaldehyde + 0. 25% glutaraldehyde (from 8% EM grade
Polysciences Inc., Wargton, PA) + 0.5% Triton X- IOO in PEMG for 15 mi, rised in PBS (3x
5mi), and incubated in 0.5 mg/ml sodium borohydrde in PBS (3x 5mi) to reduce free aldehyde
groups.
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All samples were then rised in PBS (3x 5mi), incubated in priary antibody solution for
30-45 mi, rised agai in PBS (3x 5mi), and incubated in secondar antibody solution for 30-
mi. All antibodies were diluted in PBS + I % normal donkey seru (Jackson Imunoresearch
Labs. , West Grove, PA). All secondar antibodies were made in donkey, conjugated to DTAF
Cy2, Texas Red, Cy3 , or Cy5 , and made species-specific by cross-adsorption ("ML" series
Jackson Imunoresearch Labs). Labeling of chromosomal DNA was achieved with a brief
incubation in Hoechst dye #3325 8 (Pierce). Samples were mounted in 0. 1 % p-phenylenediame in
PBS + 50% glycerol.
For western blotting, samples were separated by SDS-P AGE, and electrophoretically-
transferred to a PVDF membrane (Imobilon P, Milipore, Bedford, MA). Afer blockig in 
nonfat.9; milk in TBS + 0. 1 % Tween-20 (TBST) at 4 DC overnght, the blot was incubated with
primar antibody diluted in TBST + I % milk for I hr, washed (3x 10 mi in TBST + 1 % milk),
then incubated for 40 mi in HR-conjugated donkey anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG diluted
I: 10 000 in TBST + I % milk. Afer fial washig (3x 10 mi in TBST), signal detection was
achieved by enhanced chemilumescence (Amersham Corp.
Microscopy techniques (as described in Chapters , 2)
Conventional fluorescence microscopy was carred out on a Zeiss Axophot
photomicroscope (Carl Zeiss Inc. , Thornwood, NY equipped for epifluorescence, and micrographs
were taen on Kodak TMA -400 film. Images were digitized by scang the negative with a
Nikon Coolscan Scaner (Nikon Inc. , Electronic Imaging Dept. , Melville, NY). Confocal
microscopy was cared out on a Bio Rad MRC I 000 (Bio Rad Microscience, Hercules, CA)
equipped with Kr/Ar laser, mounted on a Nikon Diaphot 200 microscope. All digitized images
were cropped using Adobe Photoshop (versions 3.0 and 4. , Adobe Systems Inc. , Mountain View
CA), and imported into CorelDraw (v. 7. , Corel Corp. , Ottwa, Canada) for figue assembly.
Figues were prited on a Kodak Colorease PS priter (Eastman Kodak Comp. , Rochester, NY.
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Sedimentation analysis (as described in Chapter 2)
Cells grown in 100mm dishes were harested in D-PBS + 10 mM EDT A, counted
pelleted, and resuspended at equal cell density in buffer "A" (50 mM Tris-Cl (PH 7. 5), 150 mM
NaCl, 1 % NP- , 1 mM EDT A, 0.5 mM AEBSF, 10 !-g/mlleupeptin, I mM TAME, I !-g/ml
aproti, 1 !-g/ml pepstati A), kept at C for 15 mi. Alternatively, pelleted cells were
resuspended in buffer A without NP-40 present, and homogenized by 2 passes at 2000 rpm in a
motor-drven teflon-glass homogenizer kept at 4 C. The celllysates were airfged at 30psi for 15
, and the supernatant (cytosolic extract) was recovered. Sucrose gradients (4.8 ml, 5-20% in
buffer A without NP-40) were prepared and 160 !-l of each cytosolic extract (correspondig to
approxiately 5xl0 cells) was carefuly layered on top. These gradients were centrifuged in a
SW50. 1 rotor (Beckman Instrents, Palo Alto, CA) at 26 500 rpm for 18 hours at 4 , and
collected as 350 !-l fractions. Sedimentation stadards which included alcohol dehydrogenase (5S),
apoferrti (13S), and thyroglobulin (19S), were diluted in buffer A, and run with each experient.
Equal volumes of all fractions were analyzed by SDS-P AGE followed by western blotting, as
described above.
Two-hybrid assay
Two-hybrid assays based on the GAL4 system (Bai and Elledge, 1996) were conducted using ful-
length, wild-tye human dynamti as "bait" (fused to the GAL4 DNA-binding domain in the
pAS2 vector), and a panel of dynamtin trcation mutats as potential "prey" (fused to the
activation domai, in pACT2). Appropriate bait and prey combinations were co-transformed into
the yeast host strai, Y190, plated onto selective media, and grown for 3 days. Colony growth was
then recorded, and colonies were picked and transferred to a fresh selective plate in a grid pattern
and grown overnght. Colonies were transferred onto a #1 3M filter disk, and an X-gal colony
filter assay was conducted to detect l3-galactosidase activity as outlined in (Bai and Elledge
1996).
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Results
Time-lapse analysis of mitotic arrest phenotype in living dynamitin-overexpressing cells
In order to better understad the specific defects which gave rise to the spindle distortons observed
in fixed dynamtin overexpressing cells, a study of livig cells was intiated using time-lapse
microscopy. Cultues of COS-7 cells were transiently transfected to co-express dynamti and
GFP, or alternately, GFP alone for control observations. More than 90% of overexpressing cells
in fixed, co-transfected cultues were found to express both tralsfected constructs, and the intensity
of GFP fluorescence was found to var in proporton with the level of overexpressed dynamti
(data not shown). The GFP fluorescence therefore permtted the identification of livig cells
overexpressing dynamtin, and could be used as an indicator of the level of dynamti
overexpression. Cells were either observed by tie-lapse phase contrast microscopy or, in some
cases, microinjected with rhodame-labeled tubulin to permt tie-lapse fluorescence microscopy
observations of their microtubule arays. Injections tyically occured at prometaphase or
metphase, and images were recorded at 3-7 second intervals over the following hour or more.
Control cells (untransfected or transfected with GPP alone, with or without tubulin
injections) (Fig. 19) were found to progress from nuclear envelope breakdown to the end of
telophase with 20 mi, spending most of that time (13-18 mi) in prometaphase and metaphase.
Although early prometaphase spindles sometimes showed slight asynetr or axial curatue, all
became highly-synetrical withi a few miutes, showig little or no changes in axis orientation
throughout the rest of mitosis. The events followig anaphase onset (as judged by sister chromatid
separation) were always completed quickly with little or no variation, withi 4-6 mi.
Co-transfected cells which showed very intense GFP fluorescence, indicating high levels of
exogenous dynamtin expression, were invariably found to remain arested in a prometaphase-like
state for over one hour, and in some cases, more than 4 hours. These cells exhbited severely-
distorted microtubule arays (Fig.20), simlar to those observed previously in fixed cells
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ure 19: Time-lapse analysis of mitosis in control cells.
(a-h) Single frame images from tie-lapse series recorded by phase-contrast microscopy of an
untransfected, unjected control cell reveals tyical kietics and characteristics of major mitotic
events, starting just after NEB (tie 0, a), reachi metaphase after 13 mi (d), followed by rapid
anaphase A (t) and B (g), and telophase (h). Note the late disjunction of one chromatid pair which
becomes stretched durg anaphase B, and is fially separated at telophase (h). Ths was
occasionally seen in control cells, and in all cases observed, the forces pulling the two half spindles
apar durg anaphase B clearly outweighed those keeping the chromatids togeter, resulting in
separation, as seen here. (Elapsed time shown in miutes:seconds.millseconds)
(i-o) Single frame images from tie-lapse series recorded by phase contrast (i, 0) and fluorescence
(j-n) microscopy of a control, untransfected cell staing approx. 2 miutes after microinjecton of
rhod tubulin to visualize microtubules.
Bars, 5 J.m.
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ure 20: Time- lapse analysis of microtubule array in COS- 7 cell overexpressing high levels
of dynamitin.
Single frame images from time-lapse series recorded over 50 mi, using fluorescence microscopy
to visualize microinjected rhodame tubulin (b-h) in a cell co-expressing high levels of GFP (a)
and dynamtin. Cell was microinjected approx. 3 min before sta oftime lapse recording. The
bul of the microtubule mass appears disorganzed, coursin thoughout the cytoplasm with no
apparent spindle shape. Two putative poles are found at one extremity of cell, as focus plane is
brought near top of cell (g, h). Multiple small microtubule foci were noted around the periphery of
the mai microtubule mass (arrows in c-t): these showed no sustaed movements in any direction.
Ths cell remaied in ths prometaphase-like state for over 3 hours. Bar, 5 !l.
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(see Chapter 2). Two major microtubule foci, presumably the poles, were identified in most cases
but the bul of the microtubule mass was disorganzed, coursing thoughout the cell, and leavig
chromosomes scattered around it (not shown). Smaller supernumerar microtubule foci were
observed often in such cells (arrows in Fig. 20c-t), and their connections to the rest of the
microtubule array were usually tenuous.
Cells overexpressing moderate levels of dynamti were also examed, with the
expectation that a parial inbition of dynactindynein fuction would yield more interpretable and
inormative phenotyes. Co-transfected cells exhbitig lower levels ofGFP fluorescence
indicating moderate levels of dynamtin overexpression, were indeed found to exhbit more subtle
spindle defects, although these cells, too, remaied arested prior to anaphase onset for more than
one hg . Such cells were found to assemble normal-lookig bipolar spindles with congressed
chromosomes, usually formg a clear metphase plate (Fig. 21 , 22, 23). These featues proved to
be usefu landmarks which helped reveal several distict anomalies.
First, astral microtubules directed towards the cell periphery were found to be over-
elongated and much more sinuous than observed in control cells (Fig. 21 , arrows). Such
microtubules are normally relatively short, highly dynamc and under tensional forces which render
them straight, connectg the spindle poles to the cell cortex, and helping to orient the spindle
with the cell (reviewed by Hyman and Karsenti, 1996; Rieder and Salon, 1994). The increased
curatue and lengt of these microtubules in dynamti-overexpressing cells is therefore consistent
with a loss of tension and changes in growth/shrage dynamcs permttg excessive growt. As
seen in high-level overexpressors, multiple aster-like microtubule foci were also observed in
moderate overexpressors (Fig. 21 , arowheads). However, in ths case, the foci exhbited sustained
movements along linear trajectories endig at spindle poles (Fig. 21). Since no chromosomes were
observed in association with these foci, and in view of the natue and destination of the transport
events, it appears most likely that these observations reveal the normal process of spindle
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ure 21: Time lapse analysis of COS-7 cell overexpressing moderate levels of dynamitin:
effects on astral microtubules and spindle pole assembly.
(a-e) Single frame images from tie-lapse series recorded using fluorescence microscopy to
visualize microinjected rhodame tubulin (b-n) in a COS-7 cell co-expressing moderate levels of
GFP (a), and dynamtin. Cell was microinjected approx. 3 mi before start of tie-lapse
recordig. Cell maintaed a symetrical, control-like bipolar spindle with fuly-congressed
chromosomes for over 1 hour. Astral microtubules were found to be much longer and more
sinuous (arows) than those of control cells, and several ectopic microtubule foci (arrowheads)
were observed to undergo sustaed movements along linear trajectories towards the two mai
poles, eventually fusing with them. Bar, 5 Ilm.
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pole assembly, rendered signficantly less effcient due to the partial inbition of dynactindynein
fucton by the moderate excess of dynamtin.
Consistent with ths conclusion, other cells expressing moderate levels of dynamti, which
remained arrested for over 20 miutes with well-formed bipolar spindles and fuly-congressed
chromosomes were seen to undergo dramatic spindle pole fragmentation events. Figue 22 shows
an example of such an event, givig rise to a thrd pole and associated half-spindle which both
migrate withi the cell to the opposite side of the facing pole, resulting in the presence of two
bipolar spindles joined at the intact pole, with two metaphase plates. The very distictive spindle
and chromosome confguations which result from these fragmentation events were observed very
rarely in control cultues, but in contrast, very commonly in fixed populations of dynamtin-
overexpressing cells (Fig. 22i-n). Since these cells exhbited fuly-congressed chromosomes, it
appears unikely that the observed defects resulted from loss of dynactdynein fuction at
kietochores, and, therefore, these data offer strong support for dynactindynein activity at spindle
poles, both for intial assembly and subsequent maintenance. These data also strongly suggest that
the severe spindle distortions observed in dynamtin-overexpressing cells result in par from
repeated spindle pole fragmentation events.
Finally, two examples of dynamtin-overexpressing cells were noted wherein metaphase
confguations were successfuly formed, and anaphase onset was achieved, with the same aberrant
results. In both cases, anaphase A movement of separated chromatids appeared normal (Fig. 23b-
d), but anaphase B movement of poles with associated half-spindles and chromatids failed
apparently due to the presence of a single unseparated chromatid pair (Fig. 23f, arrow). Ths
caused one half-spindle to rotate off-axis as one side of it continued to move outwards, while the
other, containg the unseparated chromosome, was apparently dragged back in the opposite
direction by the other half spindle movig toward its extremity of the cell. The displaced half-
spindle was then observed in both cases to become "trapped" with the cleavage fuow
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Fi!!ure 22: Time lapse and fixed cell analyses of COS-7 cells overexpressing moderate levels
of dynamitin: spindle pole fragmentation events reveal dynactinldynein role in pole
maintenance.
(a-h) Single frame images from tie-lapse series recorded by phase-contrast (a, h), and
fluorescence microscopy to image microinjected rhodame tubulin (c-g) in COS-7 cell co-
expressing moderate levels of GFP (b), and dynamti. Cell was microinjected in late
prometaphase, approx. 3 mi before sta of time-lapse recordi. Cell maintaied a synetrical
control-like spindle with fuly-congressed chromosomes and two normal-lookig poles (arows in
c) for approx. 25 mi. One spindle pole then fragmented approxiately in half, and the new pole
(arrow with asterisk in d-g) migrated to the opposite end of the cell (d-g), on the other side of the
intact pole. A second, smaller bipolar spindle was thereby formed, apparently stil joined to the
first sp dle, and complete with a second metaphase plate (h). Ths cell remaied arested in ths
state, with 3 poles, for at least 2 hours.
(i-n) Fixed populations of COS-7 cells overexpressing moderate levels of dynamti reveal
characteristic spindle confguations consistent with pole fragmentation events, includig
apparently split poles (i, j), trpolar spindles (k), ejected poles (I, m), and fuly-fragmented poles
(n).
Bars, 5 I-m.
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Fi2ure 23: Time-lapse analysis of dynamitin-overexpressing COS-7 cell after anaphase onset
reveals role for dynactin/dynein in anaphase B movements.
(a-:) Single frame images from time-lapse series recorded by phase-contrast microscopy of COS-
cell co-expressing moderate levels ofGFP and dynamtin. Recordig staed at anaphase onset (a).
Anaphase A movement of chromatids toward the poles (white arrows) appeared normal (b-d).
Anaphase B movement of the right-hand half-spindle was disrupted, apparently by one non-
disjoined chromatid pair (black arrow in f) which caused it to tu off-axis, becomig parallel to
the growth substrate (clearest in f, g); and get "dragged" back into the furrow area as the other
half-spindle underwent apparently normal anaphase B.
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(Fig. 23i, j), which formed and constrcted with the same kietics seen in control cells. These data
are consistent with a loss of outward pole-to-cortex pulling forces during anaphase B, with pole-to-
pole outward pushig forces being apparently unaffected. These data are therefore consistent with
a loss of dynactdynein fucton both at kietochores, resulting in the defect in sister chromatid
disjunction, and at the cell cortex, resultig in a loss of outward pulling forces on astral
microtubules durg anaphase B.
Analysis of spindle pole components in fIXed dynamitin-overexpressing cells
The observations of multiple microtubule foci and pole fragmentation events in livig
dynamtin-overexpressing cells clearly waranted an investigation of the localization of centrosomal
components in these cells. Thee spindle pole markers were examed in fixed dynamtin-
overexpressing cells. The first two
, y-
tubulin and pericentr, have been localized to the
pericentriolar material of centrosomes, and have been directly implicated in microtubule nucleation
(Doxsey, et al. 1994; Zheng, et al. 1995). The thrd marker, NuMA, has been localized inside
the nucleus durg interphase, and along spindle microtubules durg mitosis, accumulatig near
their mius ends and formg "collars" just outside the pericentrolar region of spindle poles
(Lyderson and Pettijohn, 1980). Several lines of evidence have implicated NuM in spindle
fuction (reviewed in Cleveland, 1995), and it was recently shown to co-inunoprecipitate with I ;
dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein from Xenopus egg extracts (Merdes et aI. , 1996).
Of the three, NuMA localization was found to be most disrupted in dynamtin-
overexpressing cells, showig numerous scattered accumulations of stag in almost all
mitotically-arested cells examed (Fig. 24). Pericentr and y-tubulin, both of which normally
show a more discrete localization strictly restricted to the poles themselves (Fig. 24), also revealed
smaller acculIulations of stain in the ectopic microtubule foci of dynamtin-overexpressing cells
(Fig. 24). The level ofpericentri and y-tubulin stag always appeared high and relatively
constant with two poles of all prometaphase dynamtin-overexpressing and control cells
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Fi2ure 24: Immunofluorescence analysis of spindle pole components in fIxed dynamitin-
overexpressing COS-7 cells.
Confocal imunofluorescence microscopy of fixed control (a, b) or dynamti-overexpressing (c-f)
COS-7 cells double-labeled with anti-tubulin (a, c) and anti-NuM (b, d), or triple-labeled (e, f)
with anti-tubulin (red in e, f), anti-dynamtin (blue in e, f), and either anti-y-tubulin (green/yellow
in e) or anti-pericentri (green/yellow in f). In contrast to the "collar-like" distribution near poles
in control cells, anti-NuMA sta reveals multiple small ectopic foci in all mitotic dynamti-
overexpressing cells. Both anti-y-tubulin and anti-pericentr show normal-lookig staig at both
poles in dynamti-overexpressing cells, but also show signficant accumulations at major ectopic
poles, as seen in these two examples (e, f).
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presumably corresponding to centrole-contag poles, but showed considerable variability in the
smaller ectopic foci. Cells exhbitig numerous smaller foci showed proportionally less detectble
pericentr and y-tubulin staing in all except two foci (presumably again corresponding to the
centriole pair-containg poles). These data are consistent with a decreased cohesion of
pericentriolar material withi the spindle poles of dynamtin-overexpressing cells, permtting
repeated fragmentation events which result in the formation of ectopic poles and severe spindle
distortons.
Analysis of kinetochore-bound checkpoint protein and spindle orientation in fIXed SA48 cells
To gain fuer insight into dynactidynein fucton durg mamalian mitosis, the
dynamtin-induced arest phenotye was examed in a second cell line, SA48 , a derivative of the
human epithelial HeLa line which expresses a stably-transfected epitope-tagged Golgi enze
(Rabouille et aI. 1995). As noted in COS-7 cells overexpressing moderate levels of dynamti
many SA48 cells overexpressing wild tye dynamtin were found to exhbit more subtle mitotic
defects. Cell cycle index graphs indicate a less robust arrest in prometaphase, more cells
progressing past anaphase onset, and interestingly, a second arest point at metaphase (Fig. 25).
Fewer spindle distortons were observed among prometaphase-arested cells, although the higher
overexpressors did exhbit severe distortions simlar to those observed in COS-7 cells.
Overexpression of a mutat form of dynamti, called MI (see domain analysis , below), yielded
a stronger phenotye, with severe spindle distortions observed in the wide majority of
prometaphase-arested cells , simlar to those reported for COS-7 cells. These data suggest that
overexpression of wild tye dynamti blocks dynacti fuction less effciently in SA48 than in
COS- , perhaps because of differences in the natual tuover rates of the complex in the two cell
lines (see dissociation model, Chapter 2, Fig. 18). Neverteless, a second arrest point at metaphase
was still noted with the more potent MI constrct, suggesting an additional fuction for
dynactdynein.
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Fie:ure 25: Effect of dynamitin overexpression on mitotic progression in SA48 cells.
Cell cycle indexes of control untransfected cells (grey bars), dynamtin-overexpressing cells (red
bars), and MI-overexpressing cells (green bars). Results from COS-7 cells (a, from Fig. 12)
are included for comparson with results from SA48 cells (b). Cell cycle phases were scored based
on chromosome confguations. All values are means from 3 (for SA48) or 4 (for COS-
independent experients (+/- SD).
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The fidig of a second arrest point at metphase was of interest for several reasons.
Although ths suggested that the role of dynactin and dynein in prometaphase kietochore fuction
may not be absolutely essential for congression in these cells, it also suggested a new role in the
anaphase onset checkpoint pathway, downstream of congression, and apparently independent of
spindle organzation. In order to better understad the natue of this arest state with respect to the
known checkpoint machiery, I examed the fate of Mad2, a kietochore-bound component of this
machiery (!=hen et al. 1996; Li and Muray, 1991; Li and Benezra, 1996). Mad2 normally
accumulates transiently on kietochores after NEB, and its release, durg congression, has been
correlated with establishment of the kietochore-microtubule interactions which are necessar for
passage of the anaphase onset checkpoint (Waters et aI. 1997). As expected, 100% of control
and dynamti-overexpressing prometaphase cells were found to contain numerous Mad2-positive
kietochores (not shown). In control cultues, 47% of cells which exhbited a metaphase
chromosome confguation still contaed at least one Mad2-positive kietochore, while the other
53% showed a tota absence of anti-Mad2 stag from all kietochores (Fig. 26). In contrast
approxiately 71 % of dynamtin-overexpressing cells in metaphase were found to exhbit Mad2-
positive kietochores, indicating that these cells reta Mad2 signficantly longer than control cells.
These data therefore suggest a new role for dynactindynein in kietochore fuction, i.
establishig the fuctional kietochore-microtubule interactions which are necessary for release of
Mad2 and for passage of the anaphase onset checkpoint.
The fidig of metphase-arested dynamti-overexpressing cells was also of value
because these exhbited a clear, single spindle axis which could be compared to that of control cells
to clearly assay for effects on spindle orientation. In control SA48 cultues, the wide majority of
metaphase cells (86%) exhbited a spindle axis oriented parallel to the growth substrate (Fig. 27).
In the metaphase dynamtin-overexpressing cells, however, ths number was reduced to only 57%
and a concomitat increase was noted in the proportion of cells showig a clearly tilted spindle axis
(Fig. 27). Since all ofthese spindles appeared otherwse well-formed, and since no correlation was
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Fil!ure 26: Effect of dynamitin overexpression on kinetochore localization of Mad2 in SA48
cells.
Metaphase cells from control SA48 cultues were scored for the presence or absence ofMad2-
positive kietochores, and compared with SA48 cultues overexpressing either j3-galactosidase or
wild tye dynamti. Examples of representative cells are shown, triple-labeled for dynamti
(blue), Mad2 (green), and CREST anti-centromere seru (red). Dynamtin-overexpressin SA48
cells ret Mad2-positive kietochores longer than control cells.
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Fi2ure 27: Analysis of spindle axis orientation in metaphase dynamitin-overexpressing SA48
cells.
Spindle axis orientation was examed in metphase cells from control untransfected SA48
cultues (grey bars), and in dynamtin-overexpressing SA48 cell populations (red bars). Spindle
axis orientation was scored as either parallel (first category), tilted (second category), or
perpendicular (third category) with respect to the growt substrate, as determed on the basis of
DAPI-staed chromosome position and anti-tubulin stain to reveal spindle microtubules. All
results are from 3 independent experients (+/- SD). Differences between control and dynamtin-
overexpressing cells in the first two categories were found to be statistically signficant (p 05).
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found between spindle axs orientation and retention of Mad2 staig, these data are most
consistent with a defect in interactions of astral microtubules with the cell cortex, resulting in
aberrant spindle orientation. These observations may therefore represent a second manfestation of
the same defect which gave rise to the defectve outward pullin forces observed durg anaphase
B in livig dynamti overexpressing cells (see above).
Domain analysis of dynamitin
Whle the above series of experients yielded new insights into the fuction of dynactin
dur mitosis, the following experients were designed priarly to gai fuher insights into the
fuction of dynamtin itself. A battery of mutat human dynamtin constructs was prepared
includig C- and N-termal trcations, internal deletions, and point mutations (Table 2).
Locations a. tyes of mutations were chosen priarly based on strctal predictions (Chapter
, Fig. 3). Each constrct was transfected into cultued SA48 cells, to be assayed for its ability to
induce the same mitotic and Golgi defects observed using wild tye dynamti (Chapter 2). The
results of ths analysis are sumarzed in Table 2. First, overexpression of either N-teIDal or 
teIDal trcation constrcts (N10.5myc, N136myc, C311myc, C218myc) was found to cause
little or no detectble effects on either mitotic progression or Golgi organzation, indicating that
these constrcts apparently did not affect the dynactindynein pathway (Fig. 28). Both N-
teIDally-trcated proteins, N105myc and N136myc, exhbited clear aggregation withi the
cytoplasm of overexpressing cells (Fig. 28b), suggestig inappropriate foldig of these
polypeptides and reduced solubility. Ths conclusion was supported by bacterial expression of the
NI05myc constrct, which yielded less than 10% soluble protein, in contrast to wild tye
dynamti which tyically yields more than 60% soluble protein (not shown).
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lable 2: Summary of dvnamitin domain analvsis.
Dynamitin Construct !V itotic Golgi DynactinName Arrest DispClsal Dissociation
p50 II.
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:\ 13 611 yc
.. .. 
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. .
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Constructs containg smaller internal modifications were therefore examied Single
proline insertons meant to disrupt each of the thee highly-charged putative a-helices (see Chapter
, Fig. 3 , Table 2) revealed a strig effect when the putative coiled coil region between residues
105 and 135 , was targeted. Overexpression of this construct, named V122Pmyc, caused the same
mitotic arrest and Golgi disruption phenotyes observed with wild tye dynamtin, but with
signficantly higher potency (Fig. 29). Although the range of cytological defects remaied the
same, the apparent mial theshold of VI 22Pmyc overexpression required to cause these defects
was clearly lower than that of wild-tye dynamtin. Proline insertion constrcts targeting the other
two major helices, named L236Pmyc and V295Pmyc, showed no changes in potency compared to
wild tye dynamti (Fig. 29).
An inc ase in domiant negative potency simlar to that ofVl22Pmyc was also observed
with .6.THmyc, another mutat constrct in which the 18 residues inediately following the
putative coiled coil domai were deleted (Fig. 29). These residues correspond to the part of the
putative HT-like motif (see Chapter 1) which does not overlap with the predicted coiled coil
region. Whle ths domai is not expected to confer a DNA-bindig ability, structual predictions
do suggest that these residues, predicted as a higWy-charged random coil followed by a short helix
should appear on the polypeptide surace, makg them good candidates for mediatig protein-
protein interactions.
These results waranted a close comparson with another construct, Mfyc, wherein
the entire 25-residue HT-like motif is deleted, affecting both the coiled coil structue and the
subsequent region targeted in TH. Overexpressed Mfyc was found to cause the same
mitotic arrest and Golgi disruption phenotyes, but with even higher apparent potency than
V122Pmyc and THyc (Fig. 29). In this case, disruption phenotyes appeared more unformy
severe, exhbitig an even lower expression theshold for causing domiant negative inbition of
dynactin fucton. Conversely, however, sedimentation analysis revealed that Mfyc 
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Fi!!ure 28: Domain analysis of human dynamitin using N- and C-terminal truncation mutants
(a) Cell cycle index graph showing effect of overexpression of dynamtin trucation mutats on
mitotic progression in SA48 cells. All results are means of3 experients (+/- SD):
, c) Imunofluorescence staig ofSA48 cell overexpressing NI05myc showig aggregation of
overexpressed protein (detected with anti-myc in b) and lack of disruptive effects on Golgi
organzation, as revealed by sialyl transferase localization (c).
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Fi2ure 29: Domain analysis of human dynamitin using internal deletions and point mutations
(a) Cell cycle index graph showig effect of overexpression of dynamti constrcts containg
internal deletions and point mutations on mitotic progression in SA48 cells. All results are means
of3 experients (+/- SD).
(b-e) Imunofluorescence stag of SA48 cells overexpressing MIyc (detected with anti-
myc in b, d) showing prometaphase arrest with severe spindle distortions ( c), and complete
disruption of Golgi organzation revealed by sialyl transferase localization (e).
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actually less potent than wild tye dynamtin at causing dynactin dissociation (Fig. 30, Table 2).
Together, these data suggested that overexpression of VI 22Pmyc, ilTHyc, and Mfyc all
result in dynact loss-of-fuction though a mechansm which is distinct from that of wild-tye
dynamtin overexpression. It therefore appears that the residues targeted in these mutats
encompassing the putative coiled coil and downstream HT-like region, defie a functional domai
which is important for dynamtin fuction withi the dynactin complex. Likely fuctons for this
region would include mediatig self-association of dynamtin, as suggested by ths subunt's
stoichiometry with the dynactin complex or interaction with other proteins.
The first of these hypotheses, that ths domain mediates dynamtin self-association, was
tested using a two-hybrid assay (Bai and Elledge, 1996). Full-length, wild tye human dynamti
was used as a 9al4 fusion "bait" construct, and challenged with a panel of mutant dynamtin
prey" constructs (all constrcts couresy ofD. Sta and M. Goldberg, Cornell Univ. , Ithaca
NY(Table 3; unpublished results, CJE, J. Garces , R. Vallee). Interestingly, ths analysis revealed
that dynamtin can indeed self-associate, but that the putative coiled coil region and HT-like
domai do not signficantly contribute to the interaction. Instead, it appeared that at least two
separate regions of dynamtin, with residues 1-91 and 156-406, can mediate self-association.
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ure 30: Analysis of dynactin dissociation induced by wild type dynamitin vs. MlTH.
Sucrose gradient sedientation analysis was performed on extracts from control COS-7 cultues
and compared to COS-7 cultues transfected to overexpress either wild tye dynamtin, or MI.
Western blottg reveals sedientation behavior ofpl50Glued and dynamtin (endogenous and
overexpressed, includig Ll. Contrary to control samples where both components co-peak at
18S, samples from both transfected cultues show a new p 150Gl peak at , and a 5S peak
for the overexpressed dynamti (same for wild tye and Ll. Note, however, the persistence
of a signficant proportion of p 15 OGlued at high S values in the MI sample, as well as the
residual dynamtin at high S , indicating that some dynacti remaied intact in this sample.
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Table 3: Results of dynamitin two-hybrid assays: grey symbols represent results
i'rom (Starr, ct aI. , 1(97), included here for comparison.
Namc Prcy constructs Dynamitin ZWW
Bait
Bait
p50 (1- 06)
... +++ +++
p50 (1- 16J)
p50 (I-
p50 (1- 116)
p50 ('JI- -I06) .1" 11. 
+/-
p50 ('JI- I(,J)
p50 ('JI- I-IJ)
,,50 (l21- 16.
,,50 (121--06) ..1, , .I!I
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Discussion
New insights into dynamitin structure and function
The domai analysis of dynamtin offers several new insights regarding this polypeptide
fuctional organzation. The data suggest that dynamti can self-associate though at least two
separate interaction domains , consistent with the possibility of oligomerization. Ths is consistent
with the possibility that the four moles of dynamtin found in each mole of dynacti (Gill et a!.
1991; Paschal et al. 1993; Schafer et a!. 1994) may actally represent a tetramer. This is also
supported by the sedimentation properties of overexpressed dynamti from COS-7 extacts (see
Chapter 2, Fig. 15), appearig as a broad peak at , a value which would be very high for a
43 kDa monomer.
Ths- .aalysis also shows dynamti to contain at least one other important fuctional
domai, encompassing the putative coiled coil and HT-like regions, which may mediate
heterotyic protein-protein interactons. It is proposed (Fig. 31) that constrcts contag small
deletions or point mutations withi this domai can integrate successfuly with endogenous
dynactin though natual tuover of the complex, and when overexpressed at moderate levels, do
not cause its dissociation. Instead, contrar to wild tye dynamti, the mutant dynamtin can
disable the "inltrated complexes" even at relatively low levels of overexpression, accountig for
the higher potency observed with such constructs. At high expression levels however, some or all
of these constrcts may also cause dynactin dissociation, as observed with both wild tye
dynamtin and MI (Fig. 30). Ths model, however, does not address one important issue: what
is the exact fuction ofthis domain which apparently confers upon dynamti an essential role in
dynacti fuction?
One possible answer has recently emerged from an independent study conducted by Danel
Starr and Michael Goldberg (Cornell Univ. , Ithaca, NY. Priarly using two-hybrid assays, these
researchers found that the human ZWI 0 protein, a kietochore component originally identified in
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ure 31: Model for dynamitin-mediated inhibition of dynactin function
At high expression levels, both wild-tye and mutat dynamtin constructs have been shown to
cause dynactin loss-of-fucton by dissociating the complex (see Fig. 18a). At low and moderate
expression levels, however, wild-tye dynamti (shown in yellow) is thought to integrate into
endogenous dynact without causing dissociation, and therefore, havig no inbitory effects on
dynact and dynein fuction. Simlarly, some mutat constrcts of dynamtin (shown in blue),
such as MI, are thought to be capable of integrating into endogenous complex, but not capable
of normal dynamtin fucton. Thus, when expressed at low or moderate levels, such constrcts
can also cause dynactin loss-of-fuction simply by inltrate the dynactin pool. Ths difference
may underlie the higher apparent potency of such constrcts in causing the cytological defects
associated with dynactin loss of fuction in the present study.
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Drosophila (Smith et al. 1985), can interact with dynamtin (Starr et a/. 1997). Most
interestigly, the region mediating this interaction was mapped withi dynamtin to residues 91-
143 , correspondig to the fuctional domai identified in the present study. Ths importt fidig
implies that dynamti directly mediates the interaction of dynactin, and therefore also cytoplasmic
dynein, with at least one tye of cargo strctue, i.e. the kietochore. Such a fuction is indeed
completely consistent with the differences in mutagenic potency observed amongst the constrcts in
the present study. It is also consistent with my previous observation that both p 150Glued and Ar I
are lost from prometaphase kietochores in dynamitin-overexpressing cells (Chapter 2 , Fig. 16).
However, the observed increase in potency of VI 22Pmyc THyc, and MIyc was not only
noted for mitotic defects, but also for Golgi disruption. Ths strongly suggests that dynamtin also
mediates simlar interactions through the same fuctional domai with other tyes of cargo
structues desjined for dyneindynacti-mediated transport. Taken together, therefore, these data
are consistent with dynamti being the unversal cargo-targeting subunt of dynactin. It will be of
great interest to determe whether or not all tyes of retrograde cargo structe contain the same
dynamti-bindi protein, i.e. ZWIO, a possibility which remains untested today.
Roles of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein in kinetochore function
Despite the clear observations of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein localization to
eukaryotic kietochores (Echeverr et a/. 1996; Pfar et al. 1990; Steuer et al. , 1990;
W ordeman et al. 1991), the exact role of these components in kietochore fuction has remained
unclear. Recent evidence has supported microtubule depolymerization itself as providig the
motive force underlyig both congression and poleward anaphase A movements (Lombilo et a/.
1995 , reviewed in Desai and Mitchison, 1995). Although the timg of dynactin and dynein
accumulation at kietochores would suggest a role in congression in vitro assays mickig this
process have failed to implicate dynein, but rather, did point towards another kietochore-bound
motor protein, CENP- , as a strong candidate for mediating these movements (Lombilo et a/.
1995). In fact, this conclusion has also been supported by my own observation that kietochores
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of prometphase-arrested dynamtin-overexpressing cells, which are defective for dynact and
dynein but not CENP- , still appear to interact with spindle microtubules (Echeverr et aI. , 1996).
Also consistent with ths view is the present fiding that some cell lines (such as SA48) are able to
achieve ful congression of all chromosomes despite parial dynamti-mediated inbition of
dynactindynein activity (Fig. 25). Thus, together, these results suggest that the fuctional
contributions of kietochore-bound dynactin and dynein towards intial microtubule captue and
chromosome congression may vary signficantly in importce between cell tyes.
However, the present results also reveal a new and importt role for kietochore-bound
dynact and dynein. Dynamti-overexpressing SA48 cells exhbit a second clear arrest point in
metaphase, and such cells retain Mad2-positive kietochores signficantly longer than control
metaphase c lls. Since these cells show otherwse normal bipolar spindles and no correlation with
aberrant spindle axis orientation, it appears unikely that the defect underlyig Mad2 retention
occured at sites other than kietochores, such as spindle poles or the cell cortex. These fidigs
therefore strongly implicate dynact and cytoplasmic dynein activity upstream from Mad2 in the
kietochore-based machiery which controls the anaphase onset checkpoint signaling pathway.
The normal loss of Mad2 from kietochores in control metphase cells has recently been found to
correlate with the establishment of the fuctonal kietochore-microtubule interaction, occurg
independent of congression but before tension generation (Waters et al. 1997). It can therefo
concluded that kietochore-bound dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein are involved in establishig this
fuctional or matue kietochore-microtubule interaction which is necessary for passage of the
anaphase onset checkpoint.
Based on 511 of the available data, one might consider the following model of kietochore
structue and fuction (Fig. 32). Accordig to ths view, the accumulation of dynactin and dynein
in the kietochore s fibrous corona serves to facilitate the intial microtubule captue event by
effectvely increasing the available area of contact. The fibrous corona can then be viewed as a
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ure 32: Proposed model of kinetochore structure and function
(a) Schematic diagram ilustrating a proposed model for composition and strctue ofthe
mamalian kietochore corona region, based on the results of ths a other recent studies (see text).
(b) Schematic diagram ilustratig a proposed model for the roles of dynein and dynactin in
prometphase kietochore fuction (see text).
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grappling hook" assembly which serves priarily to grab onto nearby microtubules. Ths would
most likely occur along the wall of the microtubule, resulting in a lateral interaction (Fig. 32b, step
I), as has been observed in vivo in favorable cell tyes (Hayden et aI. 1990; Rieder and
Alexander, 1990). Dynein activity can then account for the rapid poleward chromosome
movements observed in vivo (Rieder and Alexander, 1990) and in vitro (Hyman and Mitchison
1991), and which have actually been proposed to accelerate the formation of kietochore
microtubule bundles by briing the kietochores into areas of higher microtubule density (Rieder
and Salmon, 1994).
Thus, in ths model, the second major role of dyneindynacti is to facilitate the interaction
of the plus end of the spindle microtubule with the appropriate components of the kietochore
needed to pe t passage of the anaphase onset checkpoint and subsequent chromosome
movements. The shift from the intial tagential interaction to the "matue" head-on interacton is
an importt process which must occur as an early step to establish fuctional kietochore-
microtubule bundles. Depolymerization of the intial kietochore microtubule s free plus end, a
process which occurs at increased frequency durg mitosis (Hyman and Karsenti, 1996; Rieder
and Salmon, 1994), will eventually brig the end in close proxity to its kietochore interaction
site (Fig. 32b, step 2). At ths point, the multiple dynein molecules which can then interact with the
microtubule end around its entire circumerence wil pull it towards the kietochore outer plate
(Fig. 32b, step 3). The contiuig dynein activity can effectively insert the microtubule into the
appropriate complex of components in the outer plate (possibly including CENP-E and MCAK),
and should maita it there until the end abuts the iner surace of the complex (Fig. 32b, step 4).
Electron microscopy studies have indeed shown kietochore microtubules to end head-on at the
kietochore outer plate in late prometaphase and metaphase cells (Rieder, 1982). With fuer
dynein-based movement being physically blocked this way, tension generation should result, which
could conceivably cause the release of dyneindynactin - as well as tightly-associated components
of the fibrous corona - from the kietochore outer plate (Fig. 32b, step 5). The released
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components can then undergo dynein-mediated poleward transport along the spindle microtubules
accumulatig at the poles, as seen for dynein and dynacti in late prometaphase and metaphase
cells (Chapter 2, Fig. 6). Ths is also consistent with the reported loss of fibrous corona material
observed in electron microscopy studies of metaphase cells (Rieder, 1982). Dynein and dynactin
fuctions at the kietochore are now teIDated, and subsequent kietochore fuctions are
mediated by other components which mainta their kietochore association beyond metphase
such as CENP-E and MCAK (Wordeman and Mitchison, 1995; Yen et aI. , 1991).
Roles of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein at the cell cortex
Several importt aspects ofthe dynamti-induced mitotic arest phenotye reported here
canot be attributed to defects in kietochore fuction. Clear changes in spindle axis orientation
were observe in moderate-level dynamtin-overexpressing metphase cells which show otherwse
normal bipolar spindles, ful chromosome congression, and no detectable tendency towards Mad2
retention. Ths strongly suggested defects in the interactions between astral microtubules and the
cell cortex, which are normally expected to underlie spindle positionig withi cells. Consistent
with ths view, tie-lapse analysis oflivig metaphase dynamti-overexpressing cells revealed
over-elongated and sinuous astral microtubules, indicating a clear lack of tension and altered astral
microtubule dynamcs. Time-lapse data also revealed apparent defects in anaphase B movements
of half-spindles away from each other. Together, these results strongly suggest that dynactin and
cytoplasmic dynein are present at the cell cortex, and normally mediate these interactions with
astral microtubules, thereby generatig the outward pulling forces which position the entire spindle
withi the cell, and which contribute to anaphase B movements. Thus, if it is confrmed that astral
microtubule-cortex interactions are normally end-on (as they appear to be from fixed cell studies),
this would be notably simlar to the end-on spindle microtubule-kietochore interactions, includig
both the geometry and the apparent co-reguation of microtubule dynamcs. It is therefore
appealing to consider that parallels may also exist in the molecular machiery and mechansms
which underlie the two situations. However, localization of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein to the
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cell cortex has been notoriously dicult to confrm in cultued cells
, maiy due to the high
concentration of both complexes found throughout the cytoplasm (e.
, Chapter 1 , Fig. 6).
Nonetheless, dynact and dynein stag has recently been noted in discrete accumulations at the
cell periphery in fixed, pre-extracted polarzed epithelial cells 
undergoin mitosis (Busson et ai.
1997). Overexpressio of dynamtin in these cells was also found to result in aberrant spindle axis
1"-
orientation (Busson et al. 1997).
These defects may actually represent manfestations 
of a more unversal fuction for
dynact and cytoplasmi dynein, possibly conserved throughout 
eukarotic evolution.
Dyneindynactin activity has now been implicated at 
the cell cortex in multiple intracellular
transport processes throughout the cell cycle. Perhaps the closest parallel to the result of 
ths study
is the proposed role of dynacti and cytoplasmic dynein 
in positionig and orienting 
the spindle
with respect to the bud neck and mother-
bud axis in dividing S. 
cerevisiae (Clark and Meyer
time lapse analyses of ths process in dynein disruption 
strains (Carati and Stears, 1997) have1994; Eshel
et al. 1993; Li et ai. 1993 ; Muhua
et al. 1994; Saunders et ai. 1995). Recent
revealed sinuous, over-elongated cytoplasmic microtubules analogous to those observed here (Fig.
21). Anti-dynacti stag has also been detected at the residual body in two-cell stage C. 
eiegans
embryos , a cortical site which has been implicated in the 
captu of microtubules required for the
rotation ofthe centrosome-nucleus complex in the PI blastomere. 
Ths process has recently been
shown to be disrupted by RNA -mediated 
inbition of p l50Glued 
and dynamtin homologues (pers
comm. , A. Skop and J. Whte, Dniv. Wisconsin
, Madison, WI). Dynactin and dynein have also
been implicated at the cell cortex in several forms of nuclear migration in filamentous 
fugi
(Plaman, et ai. 1994; Xiang, et al.
1994), and using in vitro 
assays in Xenopus 
egg extracts
(Reinsch and Karsenti, 1997). Most recently, dyneindynacti at the 
cell cortex have also been
proposed to mediate microtubule transport into 
growig axons in cultued neurons
(Ahad et al. , 1998).
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Roles of dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein in spindle pole organization
Whle the severe spindle distortons observed in dynamtin overexpressing cells are not
easily attbutable to cortcal defects, they could conceivably result from kietochore defects.
Mitotic arrest phenotyes resulting from microinjection of certin anti-kietochore antibodies have
included slight spindle defonnations (Bernat et al. 1990). Those studies however did not report
spindle pole fragmentation events , nor the presence of ectopic microtubule foci, as seen here.
Thus, in view of the normal localization of dynactin and dynein in and around centrosomes and
spindle poles (Chapter I , Fig. 6; Clark and Meyer, 1992; Gill eta!. 1991; Paschal eta!. , 1993),
the present phenotyic observations are also consistent with a loss of dynacti and dynein activity
at spindle poles.
Rec nt in vitro assays using Xenopus oocyte extracts have implicated cytoplasmic dynein
in the assembly of bipolar spindles induced either with sperm nuclei, which conta a centrosome
or with DNA-coated beads, which do not (Heald et al. 1996). Cell-free aster formation assays
using HeLa cell extracts, and in vivo studies of cells injected with anti-dynein antibodies have also
implicated dynacti and dynein actvity in mitotic pole assembly (Gaglio et a!. 1997). From these
studies, models of spindle pole self-assembly have been proposed whereby cytoplasmic dynein can
bind free microtubules as cargo, presumably though dynacti, and transport them towards the
mius ends of other microtubules used for transport (Heald et a!. 1996). Ths process is also
thought to require NuM, which was recently found to co-imunoprecipitate with dynacti and
cytoplasmic dynein from Xenopus egg extracts (Merdes et a!. 1996). NuMA also has the
capacity to bind to and bundle microtubules, and could thereby serve as a cross-ling agent to
stabilize spindles near the poles (Merdes et a!. 1996). The results of the present study are
completely consistent with such a model, addig to it the notion that such a process is apparently
needed constatly throughout mitosis, to mainta the strctual integrity and cohesion of the poles.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
AND
W':
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Ths thesis work has yielded several new insights in the study of vertebrate dynactin and
cytoplasmic dynein. Dynamtin has emerged as a powerf tool for studyig dynactin and
cytoplasmic dynein fuction in vertebrate cell systems. Since the first two chapters of this thesis
work were published (Burkhardt et at. 1997; Echeverr et at. 1996), several studies
collaborative and independent, have been intiated based the use of dynamtin overexpression to
specifically inbit dynactin fuction. In the process, several independent laboratories have now
confrmed most aspects of the dynamti-induced mitotic arrest phenotye (Dujardi et at. , 1996;
Gaglio et al. 1996; pers. comm. , I. Clark and D. Meyer, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA), and the Golgi
dispersal phenotye (Alad et at. 1998; Presley, et at. 1997). A collaborative study with Dr.
Peter Baas (Univ. Wisconsin, Madison, WI) has recently revealed that injection of bacterially-
expressed dynamtin into cultued neurons inbits the outward transport of microtubules from the
centrosome to the cell periphery and into growig axons (Alad et at. 1998). Ths result is
partcularly interesting because, contrary to conventional expecttions, movement of microtubules
with plus-ends leadig is also attributed to dynactin and cytoplasmic dynein fucton. Ths 
thought to occur as a result of dynein-based transport processes tag place along microtubules
which have been released from the centrosome, and as a result meet with less resistace to
movement than do the associated cargo strctues. Simlar recent observations of microtubule
release from the centrosome and their subsequent movements outward in non-neuronal cells
(Keating, et at. 1997) suggests that this tye of dynactindynein-based "reverse transport" of
microtubules may be a unversal process which will require fuher investigation.
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With ths in mid, one importt caveat which still permeates in the dynactin field to date
will have to be addressed: the specificity of dynacti fucton only to dynein-based forms of
transport has never been thoroughly tested. Whle all data from this and other studies have
supported the involvement of dynactin in all dynein pathways, no fidigs to date have refuted its
possible contrbution to other motors. The only advance on this issue to date has been the fidig
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that lysosomes and endosomes in dynamtin-overexpressing cells tend to accumulate at the extreme
cell periphery in a microtubule-dependent maner, suggesting an anterograde form of transport
'ie
which is unaffected by dynactin loss of fucton (Burkhardt et al. 1997). It neverteless remais
formally possible that dynactin may playa role, direct or indirect, in other as-yet untested forms of
anterograde transport. Ths will be an importt gap to fill in the years to come.
In e meantie, another importt challenge wil be to continue characterizing the ful
range of dyneindynact-based forms of organelle transport. Ths would greatly benefit from the
identification of dynactin-bindi proteins on the varous cargo organelles. Indeed, the first of
these, ZWIO, has recently been found to mediate the interaction of dynact, through dynamti
with kietochores (Starr et aI. 1997). It remais unclear whether all retrogradely-transported
organelles conta the same dynact-bindig protein, i.e. ZWI0, or whether each is different. 
the hypothesis is correct, the identification of these proteins wil be particularly important, as these
represent a usefu point of divergence in dyneindynacti pathways which could be targeted to
inbit the transport of specific subsets of organelles withi cells. Ths capability should then offer
powerf new methods for fuer dissecting the highly complex events of intracellular organelle
motility, morphogenesis and cell division.
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ApPENDIX
I include below selected sections from the documentation pages for the curent (Nov. ' 97)
version of the COILS program which is accessible from the ISREC web server. These include
very usefu inormation on the different variations and scorig options available with this program
to better understand the predictions it produces. More detaled inormation can be obtaied at:
htt://ulrec3 .un1.chlcoils/COILS - doc.htm.
COILS version 2.
by A. N. Lupas
programed by 1. M. Lupas
1. Introduction
COILS is a program that compares a sequence to a database of known parallel two-stranded
coiled-coils and derives a simlarty score. By comparg this score to the distribution of scores in
globular and coiled-coil proteins, the program then calculates the probability that the sequence will
adopt a coiled-coil conformation. COILS is described in:
Lupas, A. , Van Dyke, M. , and Stock, 1. (1991) Predicting Coiled Coils from Protein Sequences
Science 252:1162-1164
Lupas, A. (1996) Predicton and Analysis of Coiled-Coil Strctues, Meth. Enzology
266:513-525
and is based on a prediction protocol proposed by David Parr:
Par, D. A. D. (1982) Coiled-coils in alpha-helix-containing proteins: analysis of the residue
tyes withn the heptad repeat and the use of these data in the prediction of coiled coils
in other proteins, Biosci. Rep. 2:1017-1024.
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2. Scoring options
Afer askig for input and output filenames, the program wil offer the choice of two scorig
matrices that it can compare a sequence to:
MTK - is a matrix derived from the sequences of myosins, tropomyosins and keratis
(intermediate filaments tye I and II). It is the one described in Science, 252: 1162
(1991).
MTIDK - is a new matrix derived from myosins, paramyosins, tropomyosins, intermediate
filaments tye I - V, desmosomal proteins and kiesins.
Whle the MTIDK matrix provides for a somewhat better resolution beteen the scores of globular
and coiled-coil proteins as well as for a more consistent evaluation of the different famlies 
coiled-coil proteins, the MTK matrx yields fewer high scori segments in a database of globular
sequences. Curent data are consistent with the assumption that the MTK matrx is more specific
for two-stranded structes and that the MTIDK matrx gives a more realistic assessment for other
tyes of coiled coils.
3. Weighting options
Because coiled coils are generally fibrous, solvent-exposed strctres, all but the internal a
and d positions have a high likelihood of being occupied by hydrophilic residues. A program that
gives equal weight to all positions is therefore going to be biased towards hydrophilic, charge-rich
sequences. Whle this does not pose a problem for the vast majority of natual sequences, some
highly charged sequences obtain high coiled-coil probabilities in the obvious absence of heptad
periodicity and coiled-coil- formg potential. An extreme case is that of poly glutaate which
obtains a coiled-90il-formg probability)o 99%. To counter ths problem, COILS2 contais a
weighting option, which allows the user to assign the same weight to the two hydrophobic positions
a and d as to the five hydrophilic positions b, c, e, f and g. Ths leads to an only slightly worse
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performance of the program (see Section 7: PERFORMCE) and permts the identification of
the class of false positives described above. It is recommended to ru a weighted and unweighted
scan in parallel and to compare the outputs. A drop of more than 20-30% in the probability is a
clear indication of a highly-charged false positive.
4. Recommendations for using the program
COILS is specific for solvent-exposed, left-handed coiled coils. Other tyes of coiled-coil
structue, such as bured coiled coils (e.g the central coiled coil in catabolite repressor protein, or
some transmembrane domains) and right-handed coiled coils, are not detected by the program.
COILS does not reach yes-or-no decisions based on a threshold value. Rather, it yields a set of
probabilities that presumably reflect the coiled-coil form potential of a sequence. Ths means
that even at high probabilities (e.g. )-90%), there will be (and should be) sequences that in fact do
not form a coiled coil, though they may have the potential to do so in a different context.
COILS is biased towards hydrophilic, higWy charged sequences. For this reason, all scans
should be performed with a weighted and an unweighted matrix, and the results compared.
Differences of more than 20-30 percentage points in the probabilities should be taken to indicate
that a coiled-coil structue is unikely, the elevated scores being maiy due to the high incidence of
charged residues (note, though, that this would have marked human manose-bindig protein as a
false positive).
The MTK and MTIDK matrces both assign high probabilities to known coiled coils
segments, but identify different helices at high probability in a database of globular proteins. Ths
is a surrising featue whose reason is as yet unclear, but which can be exploited for predictive
puroses. It is therefore usefu to compare the results of scans made with the two matrices. Again
differences of more than 20-30 percentage points in the probabilities should be taken to indicate
that a coiled-coil structue is unikely (note, though, that ths threshold would make the replication
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termator protein a border-line case).
The resolution between globular and coiled-coil score distributions decreases strongly with
a decreasing size of the scang window. The prediction of new coiled-coil segments should
therefore be made using a 28 residue widow, or in special cases a 21 residue window. 14 residue
windows should normally be reserved for the analysis of local parameters (such as the frame) in
known or predicted coiled coils.
The ends of coiled-coil segments appear to be most accurately identified in a 21 residue
window. In general, I assume that residues with probabilities ;:50% are part of a coiled-coil
segment. In addition, a search for the most likely helix ends using CAPS is generally usefu (see
also the C S documentation).
Sequences with high coiled-coil probability from globular proteins rarely exceed a lengt
of 30 residues. None is longer than 35 residues. Sequences with probabilities ;:80-90% that extend
for more than 35 residues are therefore more likely to assume a coiled-coil structe than 
indicated by the obtaed probabilities.
Where possible, sequences related to the protein of interest should also be analyzed for
predicted coiled-coil segments (see the section on the ALIGNED programs). It should be kept in
mid, though, that the sequences must be related in the region of high scores in order for the
comparison to be signficant. Comparison of the coiled-coil prediction with predictions of the
secondar structue are generally usefu, paricularly if multiple related sequences are available.
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